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Bitter anger at Thatcher's 
class war policies and the 
urgent need for united 
action against the Tory 
government has been the 
predominant mood of the 
Labour Party conference 
in Blackpool. 

"People are talk-
ing of a return to the 
1930s," said Pauline 
Dunlop, delegate 
Liverpool Edgehill, 
who set the tone for 
the economic debate; 
"but the conditions 
of the 1930s are 
already here." 

ByLynn 
Walsh 

Motions demanding 
the implementation of 
the 35-hour week without 

loss of pay as an imme
diate aim, and the exten
sion of public ownership, 
were overwhelmingly ap-

prm·ed. 
On education, the cap

italist press is already up 
in arms, at conference's 
decision to take measures 
to abolish private educa
tion, banning fee-paying 
schools and bringing 
their resources into the 
public sector. 

On transport, the con
ference reaffi r med its 
policy for a "publicly 
owned, fully integrated 
and co-ordinated trans
port system," and the 
motion [composite 39] 
added that "this would 
mean the re-nationalisa
tion of all prhate road 
haulage firms with 6 or 
more vehicles," and pled
ged the next Labour 
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government to "re-nat
ionalise without compen
sation any transport act
ivity that the present 
Conservative government 
sells or hives off to 
private industry." 

Far from registering a 
swing to the right, which 
had been predicted by 
right wing trade union 
leaders and their friends 
in the capitalist press, the 
results of the NEC elec
tion actually showed a 
further strengthening of 
the left. 

The right wing is 
increasingly isolated wit
hin the party. To divert 
criticism from themselves 
they had to resort 
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Save our 
Hospitals 
The threat of a sit-in by workers at 
Newsham General Hospital in liver
pool won a temporary victory in the 
fight to save the hospital. 

The Area Health Author
ity bad der:ded to stop 
recruitment at the hospital 
and reduce beds by about 
500, closing 228 immed
iately. Management plan
ned to close 12 orthopaedic 
beds and 30 dermatology 
beds by this Tuesday. The 
workers' angry response has 
made them back down, 
though they will probably 
try again later. 

The reaction of health 
service workers has been 
magnificent. The real fight
ing mood was expressed by a 
thousand workers at a 
meeting last week at St 
Georges Hall and also at a 
recent meeting of over 200 
workers covering nurses, 
porters, cleaners at New
sham General. 

A question mark must be 
raised, however, over the 
Royal College of Nursing's 

By Jimmy Hackett 
(Kirk dale Labour Party 

and hospital action 
committee) 

attitude. Nursing represen
tatives on the Area Health 
Authority nominated by the 
RCN voted for the cuts. 

It looks as if consultants 
are backing up the fight. 
Despite pressure from the 
medical officers, consult
ants at Broad Green have 
promised to continue to 
refer patients. 

Consultants on the der
matology ward are con
tinuing to refer patients at 
Newsham General. This is 
essential to keep the hos
pital open. 

Messages of support 
should be sent to Steve 
Barber, NUPE, Newsham 
General Hospital, Belmont 
Road, Liverpool 8. 
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Labour Party COnference Report 

-

Labour Party Conference eru
pted into stormy applause 
when Tony Benn replying for 
the NEC argued for more 
public ownership and that a 
new "industry bill must be on 
the statute book within a 
matter of days after the 
election of the government." 

And to more cheers 
and still louder app
lause he called for a 
bill to bring about the 
abolition of the House 
of Lords. Unless this 
is done, it would be 
impossible for a Lab
our government to 
implement its policy. 

Michael Foot had opened 
the debate on Economic 
Policy. introducing the TUC/ 
NEC liaison committee docu
ment 'Trade and Industry.· 

He attacked the Tory 
government , saying that the 
problems posed by the new 
technological revolution and 
the present world recession 
were being compounded by 
"the home-made catastrophe 
directed from 10 Downing 
Street." 

Bu t he described the sug
gestion that the last Labour 
government had begun some 
of the steps towards mass 
unemployment and the cuts 
as "A 'Daily Mirror' lie ... 

The first resolution in the 
debate was moved by David 
Basnett of the General and 
Municipal Workers. While 
taking over many points 
normally made by the left he 
also raised the question of an 
incomes policy. Part of the 
motion argued that "the place 
of incomes within the policy 
must be determined ," giving 
delegates a clear warning that 
some union leaders still have 
far from repudiated the idea 
of a new incomes policy under 
a future Labour government. 

Report by 
Lyon Walsh 

from Blackpool 

Following th:! G&M's mo
tion , Pauline Dunlop of 
Liverpool Edgehill CLP mov
ed a composite that called for 
an economic policy based on 
clause IV, part IV of the 
Labour Party's constitution. 
It called for the taking in to 
public ownership of any firm 
threatening redundancies and 
refusing to pay a living wage , 
and for the next Labour 
government to bring in an 
enabling act to take into 
public ownership the banks , 
finance houses and insurance 
companies , together with the 
top 200 or so monopolies 
which control SO o/o of the 
economy, compensation to be 
only on the basis of proven 
need. 

Pauline pointed out that 
there were now 100,000 
unemployed in Liverpool and 
17,000 school leavers chasing 
2,000 jobs. As a Labour 
councillor she came mto 
contact with social problems 
which have now reached 
epidemic proportions . 

The horrifying rise of 
unemployment was one of the 
major issues taken up in this 
debate. Composite 30, moved 
by Moss Evans for the 
Transport and General Wor
kers Union pointed to the 
necessity of the trade unions 
throwing their weight behind 
any workers threatened with 
redundancies. "Have the Tor
ies," he asked "been to 
Li ve rpool, to Birkenhead, 

where wealth has been wren
ched from raw materials and 
machinery for generations 
and seen the factories locked 
up? Have they seen the faces 
of the unemployed?" 

However , it was left to the 
movers of composite 31 to 
spell out a clear programme 
on which unemployment 
could be fought. Richard 
Venton of Birkenhead CLP 
gave the example of an 
unemployed building worker 
in his area who recently had 
to walk three miles to sign on 
because he literally had no 
money. 

Mrs Thatcher has said that 
the workers should move to 
find work. Should the Mers
eyside workers move to 
South Wales? Where could 
they go to find jobs? ' ' 
"Someone should move," he 
said "this bosses ' government 
should move. We should 
throw them into the dustbin 
of history." 

Malcolm Lindsay, of Bootle 
Labour Party, seconding, 
emphasised the importance of 
a fight to implement the 
3.5-hour wee:- without loss of 
pay, in order to fight unem
ployment . Referring to the 
struggle of the Meccano 
workers on Merseyside , where 
9()(l workers had been thrown 
on the scrap head with half an 
hour's notice, he said that 
occupation was a key weapon 
in the fight against unemploy
ment. 

Taking up the arguments 
on incomes policy, Tony 
Mulhearn of Liverpool Waver
tree Labour Party , clearly 
refuted the arguments put 
forward for a renewed incomes 
policy . He explained that 
incomes policies have always 
restrained or reduced the 
wages of the working class. 
Despite nearly twenty years of 
incomes policy the poorest 
10 o/o of workers were now 
relatively worse off than they 
were 100 years ago according 
to figures produced by the 
Low Pay Unit. 

Composite 17 , however, 
moved by the Union of 
Communication Workers cal
led openly for a return to 
incomes policy. Alan Tuffin 
of the UCW said that they 

Above: Tony 
Mulheam 
Below: Moss 
Evans 

Phutu: Andrew Wiard (Report) 

were agains t any return to the 
incomes policy of the past, 
which were imposed on the 
trade unions and which froze 

pay anomalies. He was propo
sing something different. But 
in practice, nobody could see 
any difference. 

Called first in the discus
sion, Denis Healey MP urged 
the movement to unite in a 
great crusade to bring down 
the most destructive govern
ment in our history. He said 

. that we must build on the 
plans put forward in the joint 
TUC/ LP statement and add
ed that these plans must also 
cover incomes. His uncharac
teristically restrained referen
ces to opposing policies , 
however, left most delegates 
with the impression that his 
'unity ' speech was made with 
one eye on the coming 
leadership stakes in the 
Labour Party. 

Coming to the rostrum, 
Terry Duffy of the AUEW 
was greeted with booing and 
hissing, with only a few 
pockets of support in res
ponse. He got a very cool 
reception when he said that 
the TUC had been doing its 
bit to persuade the govern
ment to ease the burden on 
the working class with selec
tive import controls . But, he 
complained, so far the TUC 
had been waiting two months 
to have the talks with Mrs 
Thatcher and her cabinet. 
"What did he expect?" was 
the clear attitude of most 
delegates. 

Replying to the debate , 
Tony Benn gave the NEC 
recommendations. They in
cluded support for both 
composite 16 from Wavertree 
which rejected any wages 
policy under capitalism and 
also composite 17, which 
clearly supported an incomes 
policy. Tony Benn stated that 

as this motion asked for a 
debate on pay policy , the 
NEC did not oppose the idea 
of a debate. 

The NEC also recommen
ded rejection of composite 20 
and 31 which put forward 
clear policies based on nation
alisation and workers' con
trol. 

However , in giving the 
NEC's recommenda ti o·n, 
Tony Benn told conference 
that these resolutions were 
based on "deep socialist con
victions, which I share. How
ever, they contain phrases 
which are not fully worked 
out, and the Party cannot 
pledge itself to carry out at 
this stage." 

Tony Benn showed that it is 
not just a question of getting 
rid of Thatcher. For "if this 
woman and this Cabinet who 
believe in capitalism cannot 
make it work better than it 
does ," what hope is there for 
Labour in trying to operate 
within the same system. 

However, he warned that 
the labour movement must be 
prepared for all-out resistance 
from the press, the IMF, the 
bully-boys of the City of 
London. And within days of 
forming a government, Lab
our would have to show that it 
was serious about the policies 
that it intended to implement. 

Virtually every delega te 
that spoke was in favour of a 
more radical approach by the 
next Labour government . The 
Party ranks are not prepared 
to go back through the 
experiences of 1964-70 and 
1974-79. In the face of 
Thatcherite reaction they are 
looking towards the type of 
bold socialist policies that 
alone can really take the Party 
forward. 
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At the well publicised meeting of 
the right wing so called " Cam· 
paign for a Labour Victory," 
held on Monday night, the 
notorious "Gang of Three" 
claimed that in reality it was a 
"gang of thousands" but the 
predominance of right wing MPs 
and trade union officials among 
their supporters in the audience 
showed where their support 
mainly came &om. 

The meet ing was also 
fes tooned with television cam-
eras which reflected the 
capitalist media's determina
tion to give as much, if not 
more prominence to the views 
of this small right wing 
minority as .to the views of the 
majority of conference dele
gates. 

William Rodgers claimed 
that the conference was .a 
shambles and completely out 
of touch with the majority of 
workers. He was in favour of a 
party which would reflect the 
real views of " leftward think
ing people ," which would be a 
party of "reform and cons
cience." 

Clearly, this has little in 
common with . the Labour 
Party as it now exists-and 
this was admitted in so many 
words by Rodgers himself, 
who said . that "we are 
reluctant to come to Labour 
Party conference, and are 
glad wh~n it is over." He also 
said , only half jokingly it 
seems, that the three year rule 
should apply to conference 
itself. 

What could show more 
clearly the right wing's utter 
contempt of the policy making 
body of the Labour Party . In 
reality, they want to claim the 
right to determine the policies 

By a 'Militant' 
reporter 

of the Labour Party and the 
character of its leadership 
without reference to the rank 
and file of the party, and with 
scant regard for any demo
cratic decision making. 

This doesn't prevent them 
however, from launching tir~ 
ades against "the fascists of 
the left within the party." 
David Owen and Shirley 
Williams both announced 
that the time for compro)llise 
was over and that the moment 
had arrived for an all out fight 
against the left within the 
party. 

Shirley Williams' denun
ciation, particularly of Tony 
Benn's speech on Monday , 
was of course given enormous 
prominence in the media, but 
what she failed to explain is 
why h~r views have so little 
support within the trade 
unions and constituency dele
gations . 

It was also evident, how
ever, that these right wingers 
are at the moment staying 

David Owen, and the other members of the right wing, are not 
prepared to accept Party Conference declalons 

within the party . Even they 
realise that · they would be 
finished if they broke their 
links with the labour move
ment by leaving the party and 
formed some kind, of centre 
party, at least for the time 
being. 

In order to try to lend some 
trade union weight to their 
conditions, the CL V had 
invited Frank Chapple and 
Terry Duffy to sit on the 
platform. But Terry Duffy 
made an incoherent speech, 
which even his friends in the 
capitalist press described as 
"muddled," in which b.e 
defended the last Labour 
government as "a humane 
government" and commen-

ded Michael foot for his 
"wonderful contribution . to 
that government" -although 
he warned Foot against 
standing for the leadership 
when Callaghan goes! 

However, Puffy's presence 
was little consolation for the 
fac t that the AUEW delega
tion , despite intense pressure 
from Duffy ant;! Boyd on the 
delegates to vote for .the right 
wing candidates, voted in the 
way in which they wanted . In 
the event the AUEW delega
tion voted 18-17 in favour of 
left candidates, thereby insur
ing that the left was strength
ened in this year's NEC 
elections. 

Socialist policies for Labour 
"You can't cure a sick patient without 
accurately diagnosing the illness first ," 
was the reply to a heckler who demanded 
to know Militant's policies at the 
beginning of Ted Grant's contribution. 

Speaking at the Militant 
Readers meeting at Labour 
Party Conference, Ted made 
a thorough diagnosis of the 
crisis in capitalism-a crisis 
that had even forced William 
Rodgers of the notorious 
"Gang of Three" to confess 
at the CLV meeting "that 
he didn't know how to run the 
mixed economy. " 

Militant would support the 
policies pu t forward by 
Tony Benn and the Tribune , 
Ted went on to say, when we 
face such a crisis in the system 
but those policies did not go 
far enough. There was a full 
and lively discussion after 
Ted's contribution , in which 
Militant's analysis and poli
cies were questioned by 
speakers from the floor. 

Could the trade unions ever 
be more than defensive organ
isations? How could the 
nationalisation of the big 
monopolies be carried thro-

ugh i How would the prob
lems of energy and conserva
tion be der.lt with under 
socialism? 

These points were answered 
by Ted in his summing up , 
and by other contributions 
from the floor. To cries of 
"absolute rubbish !", Eric 
Evans , delegate from Hayes 
and Harlington CLP and a 
T&G convenor in EMI , said 
that he was "too old ," but the 
real task for socialists was to 
get into the unions , get active, 
and win support there for 
Marxist ideas. 

Alex lngram, a veteran 
trade unionist from Brighton, 
said he had formerly suppor
ted the ideas of Tribune, but 
his own experience had led 
him to see that a socialist 
programme had to be firmly 
based on Marxist ideas and a 
clear perspective. He was 
fighting for these ideas in his 

to delegates and visitors. 
The meeting, which had an 

excellent attendance of over 
180 delegates and visitors, 
had been opened by Terry 
Fields, of the Fire Brigades 
Union Executive, who (spea
king in a personal capacity) 
said that the firemen would 
be fighting to stop the cuts 
in the fire service, which 
were a direct threat to the 
lives and property of workers 
and their families . 

He said that there had been 
great diappointrnent amongst 
rank and file trade unionists 
at the lack of a lead from the 
TUC earlier in September. 
But at the Labour Party 
conference, the outstanding 
contributions of Militant 
comrades in the debates had 
shown that there were clear 
Marxist policies which offered 
a way forward. , 

union . Ray Apps , delegate from 
Other comrades , like Dave Brighton Kemptown, app

Nellist , delegate from Cov- ealed to the meeting to 
entry South East , who spoke recognise the urgency of 
on the disastrous effects of the building support for Marxist 
rhmp in the former boom policies through strengthen
town of Coventry, and Pat ing the Militant. Delegates 
Wall, delegate from Shipley and visitors responded mag
Labour Party, took the opp- nificently to his appeal with a 
ortunity to explain their ideas · collection of well over £650. 
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SELL THE 
PAPER 
THAT 

FIGHTS 
FOR YOU 

This year has seen 
record sales of the 
'Militllnt' . With a gro
wing interest being 
shown in the paper by 
broader and broader 
sections of the labour 
·movement, we should 
see an even bigger 
surge in our ciculation 
figures in the coming 
year. 

ByDave 
Farrar 

are terrified at the growing 
support for our ideas within 
the rank and file of the labour 
movement. That explains the 
reason for their unscrupulous 

The success of 'Militant' is ~¥ itch-hunting campaigns 
in marked contrast to the against the 'Militant'. 

. l'risis facing the bosses' press, But all these campaigns 
and even some of our socialist have failed because 'Militant' 
'rivals' . All the 'dailies' and is seen by an increasing 

· 'Sundays' have had large number of activists to be the 
price increases. paper that fights shoulder to 

There is talk again of the shoulder with them in their 
two London evening papers battles. 'Militant' is also weD 
merging, and of the 'Daily known internationaDy and 
Star' folding up. Two major has a growing readership on 
bastions of the capitalist every continent. Articles and 
press, 'The Times', and the cartoons have been repro· 
'Observer, ' have also been duced by activists in many 

· threatened with extinction. countries. 
Why is it that the 'Militant' The sales and the paper's 

has gone from strength to influence have been built up 
strength- without the help of . by dedicated seDers- and we 
any big backers or large ·are now entering a period of 
advertisers? Clearly, because struggle that will match- and 
the 'Militant' is always in the soon exceed- the titanic 
forefront of the battles facing 
the labour movement-and struggles of the early '70s. 
workers know 'Militant' can Undoubtedly, there will be a 
be relied upon to put their possibility of building up a 
case and to champion bold mass circulation for 'Mili-
sociali~. policies. tant. ' 

Giving a lead 

Now we have to turn to 
every factory, office, Labour 
Party, Young Socialist bran· 
eh, trade union branch, and 
establish regular sales. 

The tasks of conscious 
socialists, as the first edition 

It is no accident that the of 'Militant' in 1964 explain· 
biggest growth in our paper : ed "is to make the mighty 
occured during the year labour movement aware of 
September 1971 to September the impossibility of solving 
1972. This was the period of the national and international 
the Heath government and problems of our times, such 
the heroic series of struggles as peace and security, pros
that British workers launched perity and abundance, with
against that Tory govern- out taking decisive measures 
ment: Upper Clyde shipbuil- against capitalism." For this, 
ders, the Housing Finance · a Marxist paper with mass 
Act, the Pentonvilie five, and . sales is an absolutely indis
the Industrial Relations Act, pensible weapon. 
and of course the battles of During October, 'Militant' 
the miners that eventuaDy is launching a sales drive, 
brought the Tories down. with a new poster and sales 
That year, 'Militant' grew leaflets. We are confidently 
from a four page monthly to expecting to see the sales take 
an eight-page weekly. us nearer a twice weekly 

This was not on the basis of paper and later, as soon as 
gimmicks or of watering down possible, to a daily 'Militant'. 
of policies, but because SeDers up and down the 
'Militant' gave a lead and country will be on the streets, 
explained the need to trans- on the estates, outside the 
form the labour movement factories, pushing up the 
and to fight for the replace- sales . 
ment of capitalism with a We are appealing to aD 
socialist society . activists in the movement who 

The need for a Marxist would like to see a larger and 
paper is now more vital than more regular 'Militant' to 
ever before. We are faced take out a bulk order to seD in 
with perhaps the most vicious their work place, to their 
Tory government since Wel· neighbours, and to members 
lington, and the worst econ· of the Labour Party and to 
omic crisis since the second trade unionists. The need for 
world war. a socialist society has never 

Barely a day goes by, been greater than now. Build 
·moreover, without an attack the 'Militant' and strengthen 
on the 'Militant' in the bosses' the paper that spearheads the 
press. They fear the growth in fight for a socialist Britain 
influence of this paper, and and a socialist world. 
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LPYS in the lrontline 
The Labour Partv Younl! Socialists ~' \'!I'Ll: · .. ·.·.···. 
hit the headlines when they struck · .. ·· . · .. \ 
at the very heart of big business. ~, \ 
With the announcement of 2,039, · 
000 unemployed, they picketed the 
Stock Exchange in the City of 
London with placards and banners, 
and full of the anger of working 
class youth today at the Tories and 
their allies in big business. 

Forty Young Socialists for
med the picket and were 
joined bv Ian Mikardo MP. 
The weil-heeled, pin-stripe 
wonders of the city were 
stunned by this piece of 
reality interrupting their rose
coloured world . One worker, 
totally unprompted by the 
YS, rushed up and gave them 
a quid for the funds. 

And throughout the coun
tr;, the LPYS has been at the 
forefront in the battle against 
unemployment. In Liverpool, 
complete with one comrade 
dressed up as Thatcher, the 
Young Socialists held a 'day 
of action· in the middle of the 
week. The success of the event 
was shown by 52 mainly 
unemployed youth signing up 
with the YS . The activity was 
covered by local radio . 

In Cardiff, National Corn· 
mittee member Chris Burns 
appeared on local radio on 
the day the latest unemploy
ment figures were announced, 
and he outlined the need for 
the socialist alternative . 

In Shipley, West Yorkshire, 
the YS collected over 1,300 
signatures in a petition ag
ainst youth unemployment in 
a week of action. They held 
paper sales and leafletted 

By 
'Militant' 
reporters 

dole queues in the town 
centre . The local Tory MP 
received the petition , not to 
mention a hostile reception 
from the YS as well! 

Youth rallies have been 
held in Sheffield and Bams
ley, where Andy Bevan, LPYS 
National Youth Officer ex 
plained that the fight against 
the Tories had to go hand in 
hand with arming the labour 
movement with a socialist 
programme. Over 60 people 
attended the meeting at 
Sheffield and 40 were at the 
Barnsley meeting . 

Throughout the country the 
LPYS is increasingly gaining 
the ear of working class youth 
in the battle against the 
Tories. 

This action must be step
ped up, and aD the stops must 
be pulled out to ensure a 
massive Young Socialist con
tingent on the Labour Party 
demonstration against unem
ployment on 29 November, in 
Liverpool. 

Labour Party Young Socialists on the picket at 
the Stock Exchange. 

End Unemployment! 
Join the Labour Party 

demonstration 
in Liverpool 

on November 29th 

By 
Alan Watson 

(NOLS NC) students 

LPYl ~, round-up 

NEC: YS demands 
go through 
The Labour Party NEC last 
Friday approved proposals 
for an expansion of finance 
and representation within 
the Labour Party Young 
Socialists. The proposals 
agreed at the meeting mark 
a ml\ior step forward for the 
LPYS. 

It was agreed that in 
principle the LPYS would 
have an annual budget of 
£50,000-subject to discus
sion with the NEC's Finance 
Committee. Included in this 
would be finance for a 
full-time National Chair
man, and LPYS represen
tative on the NEC. 

The LPYS will be given a 
direct voice at Labour Party 
Conference in the future; as 
the National Chairman will 
attend as an ex-officio 
delegate, with speaking 
rights. In the regions, the 
LPYS will be able to elect 
delegates to the Regional 
Labour Party Conferences. 

The position of National 
Youth Officer is to be 
changed to Secretary to the 
LPYS National Committee; 
to be appointed by the 
LPYS NC and five NEC 
members. 

Similarly, the position of 
secretary to the National 
Youth Officer [currently 
held by Linda Reid] is to be 
appointed on the same 
basis, and become Assistant 
Secretary to the NC, and 
Editor of 'Socialist Youth.' 

By Kevin Ramage 

(National Chairman 
LPYS) 

The campaigning work of 
the LPYS in the regions will 
be helped by the agreement 
for the Regional Youth 
Committee to be able to set 
up Regional Campaign 
Funds. 

The proposal for the 
LPYS 'Liaison Committees' 
in individual districts or 
towns is to be considered by 
the NEC's Organisation 
Committee. 

The proposals put for
wal'd by the LPYS NC for 
trade union affiliations to 
the LPYS are to be circu
lated to the trade unions 
affiliated to the Party, and 
LPYS members active in 
these unions should build 
support for them in the 
union branches and shop 
stewards' committees. 

The work for the Labour 
Party Unemployment Dem
onstration in Liverpool on 
November 29th was also 
discussed. It was agreed 
that the LPYS be allowed to 
produce one million leaflets, 
paid for by the LPYS 
Campaign Fund. Every 
branch should see these 
decisions as an excellent 
development for the LPYS; 
and should help the building 
of greater membership and 
support for Labour's youth. 

Stirling -Labour 
Students beware! 

Paul Cunningham 
(Stirling University LC) ACCOMMODATION 

Labour students beware! 
When you go back to college 
your Labour Club may have 
been closed down-without 
the officers even being told! 

On the first day of term at 
Stirling University, Mike 
Gapes, in one of his final 
acts as Labour Party Stu
dent Organiser, had given 
authority to the 'Clause 4' 
leadership of the Scottish 
Organisation of Labour Stu
dents (SOLS) to set up a 
new Labour Club, despite 
the fact there has already 
been an active Labour Club 
there for five years. 

The President of the 
Students Union , who is 
politically hostile to the 
Labour Club. had written to 
NOLS saying the Club had 
been inactive , and had not 
applied for recognition to 
the Students Union for this 
year. This is simply a 
formality , and the Club in 
fact applied on the first day 
of term. 

Without any consultation 
with the Club officers , the 
Club was ' deemed' to be 
disbanded , and SOLS given 
the responsibility of estab
lishing a new Club. Last 
year, the Labour Club had 
regularly fortnightly meet
ings of 20 people, and some 
meetings of over 100. They 
organised support for the 
NALGO members involved 
in industrial action on the 
campus, were active in the 
local Labour Party, and had 
over 50 members. 

At the NOLS Officers' 

meeting in June , when it was 
agreed to investigate Stirling 
University Labour Club for 
inactivity, the officers also 
considered two resolutions 
sent in by the Club . Surely 
this is a sign of an active 
Club. It is no co-incidence 
that this Labour Club has 
supported the political ideas 
of 'Militant' rather than 
those of the NOLS leaders. 

Only after pressure on 
leading Labour Party offi
cers at regional and national 
level were the Club officers 
allowed to put their case to 
the 'new' Club meeting 
called by SOLS. Because of 
the record of the Club , and 
the socialist policies they 
have consistently put for
ward. the real Labour Club 
members came to the mee
ting. and with 50 people 
present , re-elected the 
existing Club officers un
opposed . This shows the 
Club officers had the sup
port from the active mem
bership of the Club . 

The unconstitutional ac
tion by an unelected Party 
official disrupted the work 
of the Labour Club . This 
type of action only sets back 
the development of NOLS. 
Resorting to such manoeuv
res as this can never help 
any Labour Party organisa
tion grow. This is the kind 
of manoeuvre carried out by 
the NEC in the 1950s, when 
it was controlled by the 
Gaitskellite right wing. 

Arbitrary expulsions and 
disaffiliations fly in the face 

of democracy. How can the 
NOLS leaders support cam
paigns such as the "Cam
paign for Labour Party 
Democracy" yet carry out 
these type of measures in 
their own organisation? In
stead of building a mass, 
active NOLS to fight 
against the Tories, and for 
socialist policies , the present 
NOLS leadership appear 
more enthusiastic to attack 
Labour Clubs that do not 
support their political ideas. 

At least five other active 
Labour Clubs which support 
'Militant' have had letters 
from Mike Gapes attacking 
them for being "inactive'' 
and threatening investiga
tions! 

The fight for an active 
NOLS committed to social
ist policies goes hand in 
hand with a democratic 
NOLS , in which the mem
bership feel they can have 
confidence in the leader
ship. NOLS must end the 
bureaucratic procedures 
which hold back the devel
opment of Labour students 
activity. 

For five years the present 
leadership have stymied the 
development of NOLS . Not 
one national rally , demon
stration or real campaign 
has been organised in that 
time! The time has come for 
a new leadership in NOLS, 
com:rutted to the socialist 
transformation of society, 
a.nd not afraid to allow the 
democratic functioning of 
NOLS itself. 

CRISIS 
"A distinguished Georgian 
house standing in superb 
parkland in the Duke of 
Beaufort's hunt," enthused 
the 'Guardian' on 7 August. 

Nine bedrooms, six bath
rooms and a nursery wing 
are available for Princt 
Charles at 'Highgrove'. 
Meanwhile, the vast ml\ior
ity find it impossibk to find 
decent accommo.iation that 
is not overcro·wded for a 
reasonable rent. 

Students leaving home for 
the first time often look 
forward to the indepen
dence this brings! This is 
quickly tarnished when they 
try and find accommodat
ion. 

Last year hundreds of 
students spent their first few 
weeks bedded down on the 
library floor at Manchester 
University, a common occu
rance at most Universities 
and Polytechnics in Britain. 

Universities only provide 
for SOo/o of their students in 
halls of residence whereas 
for the two million polytech
nic and technical colleges 
students, barely 11 o/o are 
'lucky' enough to be prov
ided with this basic need. 

In one haD of residence in 
Manchester last year stu
dents were asked to work 
overtime, normally done by 
NUPE members, in return 
for the guarentee of a place 

By Leon Kaplan 

in their fmal year. This. 
incidence alone highlights 
both the threat of redundan
cies from the cuts as weD as 
the lengths some students 
are driven to secure them
selves accommodation. 

Students' housing prob
Ie.ns won't be solved in 
isol.,ti•m. Hundreds of thou
sands of workers are faced 
with a similar accommodat
ion crisis. Homelessness, 
overcrowding, slum houses 
etc are the lot of millions. 
At the same time bricks are 
stockpiled, land lies derelict 
and over a quarter of a 
million building workers rot 
on the dole! 

The monopolies control
ling the construction in
dustry are only interested in 
profits. Build enough hou
ses for everyone' and profits 
will be slashed. So, their 
motto is "Build fewer hou
ses-make more profits." 

On the basis of capitalism 
housing will never meet the 
needs of society. In Man
chester, council tenants pay 
£29'!. million in rents, more 
than covering the cost of 
repairs, maintenance and 
management, [which are 
now being cut] but the 
council pays £30 million 
annually in debt charges! 

We pay more for fewer 
services. A recent Parlia-

(Manchester University 
Labour Club) 

mentary report predicts "the 
biggest rent rises seen under 
any government since public 
housing began." As student 
grants have lost ground con
tinuously to the increase in 
rents, students are hard hit. 

'Red Clydside', Poplar, 
the London rent strikes in 
the 1960s and the actions of 
Clay Cross Council against 
Heath's misleadingly label
led 'Fair Rents Act' are all 
milestones in the repeated 
attempts by the working 
class to solve the housing 
crisis. 

NUS must link up with 
the labour and trade union 
movement in a fuU blooded 
campaign to defeat the 
Tories and ensure the next 
Labour government imple
ments socialist solutions to 
the housing crisis. 
* Freeze aD rents. * Nationalise the constru
ction industry, banks and 
fmance houses under wor
kers' control and manage
ment. * For a crash housebuil
ding programme to meet 
the needs of society. 
These should be the 

siogans we raise. If this is 
linked to a socialist plan of 
production then the miseries 
of unemployment, poverty 
and homelessness can be 
eradicated once and for aD! 



Tories in Tottenham have got the hump due to a 
local election being held during the Tory Party 
conference. They take their conference seriously
in fact the Tory candidates are going to miss the 
poll and go to the conference. Could this be real 
commitment to the internal policies of their oarty? 
Not really. The chairman of the Tottenham Tories 
explained why they really want to go: "It's more 
than a conference. It's a big social occasion." 

'You've got to work that bit much harder and 
then the good times will come' is the bosses' age·old 
lie. Maintenance engineer John Downes must have 
had this on his mind when he was working up to 70 
hours a week for the Asperia Machine Supplies 
Company. His reward from the bosses for this hard 
graft? The sack! After working for such long 
periods no doubt his mind wasn't as sharp as it 
should have been, and he forgot to check a safety 
switch on one of the many sites he visited during the 
day. For this, according to the 'Daily Mirror' 
[September 24] he received a 'day long inquisition' 
and then was sacked. And he was refused 
permission to drive home his company van; he 
needed it to drive his dau_ghter to join a school party 
going to France, so, understandably angered by the 
bosse$' attitude, he took it anyway. The bosses then 
called the police and he was arrested and later 
fined £131. An industrial tribunal found in his 
favour last week and he was awarded £2,459. Not 
that this will go a long way. For John has had 
trouble finding work. The company, despite all the 
extra hours he put in for them, have not given him 
a 'decent reference'. Let this be a warning. 

'Realism and Responsibility' was the slogan of 
last .vear's Tor:v oart:v conference. 'We must face 
the facts of the real world' we are continually told by 
the bosses. Perhaps then, they could explain this. 
An auction of the world's top wines was held at 
Christie's recently. The revolting overfed se.ecimens 
of the ruling .::lass packed into the auction rooms 
and exchanged thousands of pounds for a bottle or 
two of the ancient grape juice. For example a 
'Lafite 1806' fetched £3,300. Not that it will be 
drunk, otherwise the upper classes could make do 
with a 'Sainsbury's 1980'. Rather, it will be an 
investment, and accumulate 'wealth' by sitting in 
some parasite's cellar for a few years. In all, this 
auction for a few bottles of plonk raised over £2 1/ 2 

million! Meanwhile at Lyme Re2is hospital in 
Dorset, 'minor' treatment is being carried out under 
torchlight. The hospital can't afford to replace the 
lighting system which broke down and nurses stand 
over doctors holding torches. The cost of new lights 
is a mere £250. This is the real world we live in, the 
world of the crazy logic of capitalism. And it is the 
responsibility of the workers to change it. 

With youth unemployment ever increasing and 
the continuing fall in living conditions, it is no 
wonder fc.~~ball violence is on the increase. The 
media, owned and controlled by the millionaire 
class and directed in their favour, have been quick 
to blame this for the decreasing attendance at 
football matches around the country. Yet a report 
in the 'Guardian' [September 25] showed the ml\ior 
reason for falling attendances. It described how 
Liverpool FC has been having some of the lowest 
attendances for nearly 20 years. It went on, "With 
72,686 people unemployed in the city of 
Liverpool ... and a further 60,000 out of work in the 
surrounding Merseyside area, the recession was 
bound to affect football attendance ... " 

TheTorie 
haven't 

changed I 
For years, with the 'welfare state', 
the Tories and Liberals have been 
saying the hard times of the 
'thirties' had gone forever. But 
have they? 
In his book 'The Problem of 
the Distressed Areas ,' Wal 
Hannington pointed out one 
of the economies sought by 
the National Government's 
Board of Education was to 
force the local authorities to :_ 
interpret the 1921 Education 
Act, which allowed for the 
provision of school meals to 
necessitous children, in such 
a way that no child could be 
provided with a free meal 
unless a doctor certified that 
he or she was already 
suffering from malnutrition. 

The school medical officer 
for Smethwick, in his report 
issued in May 1935, made a 
strong attack on the Board of 
Education: 

" If the medical officer does 
not find malnutrition then the 
Board suggests he must not 
recommend free meals. But if 
the child is receiving free 
meals , he will not show signs 
of malnutrition. The doctor 
must therefore say 'you must 
stop having free meals,' you 
do not need them yet . When 
you have starved sufficiently 
to show signs of actual 
malnutrition, however slight, 
come back for meals. You 
may have meals until the 

By lrving 
Nicol 

(Peterborough CLP) 

malnutrition is cured , but 
only till then; after that , you 
must have another trial 
period of starvation." 

The desperate need for 
capitalism now, as in the 
1930s , to increase profits has 
meant that health, education 
and all public services must 
be cut-but not, of course , 
those services , like the police 
and the armed forces, which 
protect private property. 

The Peterborough 'Evening 
Telegraph,' on 11 June this 
year, reported that Cam
bridge County Council 's edu
cation committee had decided 
that free school milk will only 
be given to children on the 
advice of a hospital consul
tant. 

One councillor disagreed. 
"It is very difficult to see a 
consultant," he pointed out , 
"and to get hold of one to 
discuss school milk would be 
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The National Unemployed Worken' Movement sets off from Glasgow, 
demonstrating against unemployment and the means test In 1934. The 
picture is taken from one of Wal Hannington's books, 'Unemployed 
Strugges 1919-36'. Available from World Books, 1 Mentmore Terrace, 
London E8 3PN. 

impossible . " However , he 
added: " I feel we could 
perhaps do this on the advice 
of general practitioners." 

But councillor Paddy Cross 
man felt it would be danger
ous to change the decision: 
"when school milk was abol
ished it was viewed with wide 
concern and people predicted 
horrific things would happen. 
But it has not made any 
difference, and milk only 
needed to be issued when 
there is a real medical need. If 
you put it into the hands of 
GPs , they would feel bound to 
recommend milk for every 
child. " 

One wonders why GPs 

would recommend milk for 
every child. Could it be for the 
simple reason ... that they 
need it? 

So there you are , com
rades, not in. 1935, but in 
1980 . The real face of 
Toryism has not changed one 
bit. 

Cambridgeshire is typical 
of Tory-controlled county 
councils. They are falling over 
themselves to implement the 
cuts demanded by this That· 
cher government , which 
thinks nothing of spending 
£11 ,000 million a year on 
armaments but demands a 
letter from a consultant for a 
bottle of milk! 

PROPAGANDA FOR THE· BOSSES .... I --
The lfistory paper set 
by the Associated Lan
cashire Schools Exam
ination Board for this 
year's CSE candidates 
is a good starting 
point for a look into 
the job schools are 
doing on our kids. 

Pupils were presented with 
a cartoon depicting 'Union 
Power' as a man in overalls 
busy fixing a plaque to the 
wall with the words 'Watch 
this Space.' Alongside are two 
other plaques: one bears the 
head of Ted Heath, the other 
of Jim Callaghan. 

Pupils are asked to name 
the two ex-premiers and to 
speculate on the head likely to 
be mounted on the third 
plaque. Then they are asked 
"what part might Union 
Power be said to have played 
in 'hanging these trophies'?" 

The underlying anti-trade 
union attitude here is not 
uncommon within education. 
What is unusual is that the 
Board received several com
plaints from teachers . Among 
them was that of Councillor 
Dave Lees , who teaches at 
Nocholls Ardwick High Sch
ool. He complained to his 
MP, Jim Callaghan-not 
the one in the cartoon-who 
has taken the matter up with 
his namesake, with Len 

murray, and with the Edu· 
cation Minister, Mark Car
lisle . 

The Board declared them· 
selves satisfied that the ques
tion was free from bias, 
adding that "few attempted 
this question." 

Their comment gives rise to 
optimistic notions about 
the success-rate of anti-union 
propagandists in schools . But 
it is vital that we watch what 
goes on in education very 
carefully. 

Many socialist teachers 
have experienced the ground 
shift beneath their feet when 
they have ventured into 
discussions of social issues 
with pupils who question 
them . Always, there is the 
knowledge that admission of 
a commitment to a particular 
view of the way society should 

go is seen as something 
bordering on treason . 

To sing the praises of the 
status quo, however, is either 
seen as 'non-political,' or the 
political implications are so 
much a part of the scene that 
they are no longer noticed. To 
question the status quo
however gently-is to face the 
accusation of 'indoctrination.' 

The aftermath of a visit to a 
Manchester school by Phil 
Frampton, speaking for the 
Labour Party Young Social
ists , is a good illustration. His 
questioning of many taken· 
for-granted issues- despite 
the fact that the 'accepted' 
view was well-aired by a 
teacher present-provoked a 
well-orchestrated and predic· 
tably hostile reaction from 
many of the teachers in the 
school. 

So, how are kids supposed 
to get 'the other side of the 
argument'? Or are they? 

What are they supposed to 
make of the clash between 
their experience of everyday 
life and the views with which 
they are presented? Where 
can they discuss the import
ant issues that are central to 
their lives? 

It is important that the 
labour movement takes up 
the question of what takes 
place in schools and fights for 
the open debate of political 
issues. As it is, only those who 
support the system under 
which we live-for the present 
-are free to express tbeir 
views . 

By Sheila 
Woodhead 
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Learning a Trade · 
Learning the Truth 
Now is the time for the 
nationalisation of the building 
trade, and for union-control
led apprenticeships. 

Firms are more and 
more reluctant to take 
on an apprentice or 
trainee, but they still 
cry out for skilled 
labour. 

from my own experience as 
an apprentice, I know the 
cxonditions that exist in this 
trade . After two years at 
college on low wages, two 
thirds of which are paid for by 
the government, I was aske.d 
to sign my indentures 
which meant doing a man's 
job for a boy's wage for 
another three years . 

At college we were told 
about the Shrewsbury Six and 
how these were naughty union 
people who wanted to bring 

the building trade to a 
stand-still for some stupid 
reason. We should have 
nothing to do with the trade 
union, we were told . 

It was only when I was 
made redundant that I learnt 
the real reason of the 
imprisonment of the Shrews
bury Six and realised the need 
for trade unionism through· 
out the building trade. 

I was made redundant 
three weeks after I refused to 
sign my indentures . After six 
months and two more firms
and being made redundant 
again- ! decided to go and 
work in a local factory to 
learn a little more about 
union work. 

By Nigel 
Shaw 

After a while I was made 
shop steward, and later I was 
asked to stand for senior shop 
steward. So I phoned up our 
regional full-time officer and 
asked for ballot papers. 
Weeks later the ballot papers 
hadn't arrived so I phoned 
again, and again . 

Three times the full-timer 
came to the factory, but still 
no ballot papers. It didn't 
take an idiot to realise that 
neither the management nor 
full-time official wanted me to 
become senior shop steward. 

I was a supporter of 
'Militant' , and they knew 
things would only change for 
the better for the workers, 
and not the management. So 
a lot of pressure was put on 
me , and I fell for the 
management's trap and-

NALGO 
FIGHT THE By 

Terry McDonald 
(Knowsley NALGO) 

TORIES 
What can only be 
described as an his· 
torical event took 
place in Manchester 
last Saturday, when 
over 500 delegates 
attended NALGO's 
North Western and 
North Wales District 
Council. 

The District Council repre
sents over 7 ,CXXl-8,000 people 
in various public services in 
the Region . They are employ
ed by local authorities; health, 
gas, and electricity services ; 
and universities. new-towns , 
and water boards. 

Nalgo is not exactly renow
ned for its militancy. In fact , 
quite the reverse is true, as it 
is usually referred to as one of 
the 'moderate' unions. How
ever , that meeting saw a 
turning point in the union's 
role and view of itself in the 
wider labour movement. 
- Nalgo, whose membership 
covers administrators , clerks , 
rent collectors , planners, sol
icitors, social workers and 
engineers , has not yet · affili
ated to the Labour Party. Last 
Saturday, however, a decision 
was taken by those delegates 
which, hopefufly, has brought 
Nalgo to a new stage in its 
relations with the Labour 
Party. 

The Knowsley branch mov
ed an emergency resolution 
calling upon the District 
council to support the nation
al demonstration called by the 
NEC. The motion was 
moved by Derek Hatton, 

chairman of Knowsley 
branch, and was accepted 
-unanimously by the delegates , 
who represented about 120 
branches. 

The unanimous acceptance 
was surprising , especi:;.lly as 
the resolution included a call 
for " ... the trade unicns and 
labour movement to use this 
platform to expose the disas
trous policies af this Tory 

government and to campaign 
for their early defeat with the 
return of a Labour govern
ment committed to increasing 
public expenditure .. . " 

The clear call for the defeat 
of the Tory government and 
the election of a Labour 
government from an import
ant section of this formerly 
'right wing union,' is a sign 
that Nalgo has-at least in 

The building industry-still in urgent need of 
full unionisation 

like a fool-handed my 
notice. 

I was sent to work on a: JOb 
in a factory that was a closed 
ship and founo out that some 
of the men from the firm I 
was working with were non
unionist. So with the support 
of the unions in the factory I 
said that I would not work 
with non-union labour. After 
a few days of arguments with 
management, several more 
workers applied to join a 
union. 

The TUC Day of Action on 
14 May was coming close, and 
the management put a notice 
round saying anyone who 
came out would be breaking 
their contract of employment 
and would be instantly dis
missed. 

I asked the senior shop 

Photo: Militant 

the North West- come of 
age. 

Clearly , this Tory govern
ment is forcing more and 
more Nalgo members to 
recognise the fact that it is 
only by supporting the Labour 
Party that the jobs and 
services provided by its mem
bers can be protected. 

steward what he was going to was "sorry no vacancies ." In 
do about it. He said he was our local paper, I saw that a 
going to come to work. He just firm I had been to the week 
happened to be the foreman before was still advertising for 
of the site as well! bricklayers. Could I have 

After hearing that, I sought been black-listed , I ask 
help from the factory UCA TT myself? 
shop steward, and was given In my area there have been 
full support. If I was sacked, about 300 redundancies . One 
the firm would not be let back housing site has been left 
in the factory until I was unfinished, houses from the 
reinstated. ground to the roof just left to 

So I went on the May 14th . be vandalised, perhaps by 
Day of Action, and sold quite distressed unemployed youth 
a lot of papers as well. When I who've never had the chance 
returned to work the next of a worthwhile job. 
day, nothing was said to me at The real vandals though are 
all . But four weeks later, I the Tories and their big busi
was told work was getting ness backers. While they con
slack and I was to be made trol society, our chances of 
redundant. getting decent jobs are very 

When I went for a job to remote. 
the various firms in the town, 
one after another the answer 

No jobs -

Plenty of work 
By Nick Wrack 

(Dulwich LPYS) 

One thing you can say for the 
Tories. They may not be able 
to provide jobs for well over 
two million people-but while 
they are in power there is no -----------' 
shortage of work for the natures. 
labour movement-trying to Over 100 people at the 
get them out. picket gave the right wing a 

Despite high local unem- hostile reception Councillors 
ployment, with building wor- opposed to the land sale 
kers on the dole, 10,000 fami· stressed that the council 
lies are on Southwark's should be opposing Tory 
waiting list and 20,000 houses legislation-not implement· 
are unfit for habitation. That ing it before it is even passed! 
is why Dulwich Labour Party The LPYS petition -was 
Young Socialists have been given as an example of the 
running a campaign on 
housing. 

Our campaign redoubled 
when the right wing leaders of 
Southwark's Labour council 
agreed to seU 70 acres of 
council land to property 
"d.:vt.iopers" without even 
consulting either the Labour 
group or their constituency 
parties. They claim the Tory 
Land Bill gives them no 
option. 

A special council meeting 
was called by Labour council
lors opposing the sale. Dul
wich LPYS and Southwark 
Trades Council organised a 
picket of the meeting pointing 
out that the land had been 
earmarked for the building of 
1,000 council homes. 

support councils could get if 
they were to campaign active
ly. 

A majority of Labour 
councillors voted against the 
sale but the right wing 
proposition was carried with 
the support of just seven Tory 
councillors. The reaction to 
the result was a furious 
determination not to re-select 
the right wingers for the next 
elections. 

Our campaign is continu
ing with plans for a public 
meeting. Our canvass of 
estates has made us 16 new 
members. 

Also by the time you read 
this article Thatcher herself 
will have visited the area. 
Desperate for good publicity, 
she is opening [not closing] 

The sale would eusure that accommodation for disabled 
eit~er the houses would not be people. 
bu.ilt or they would be at we are now getting support 
pnces ~ell beyond the reach for a demonstration ·when she 
ofwworkmg peop~e. . arrives. Most people in this 

. e ~ organised a ~tit· solid Labour area are out· 
Ion ~ng on the ~ouncil. to ' raged at her hypocrisy when 
proVIde more council housmg the disabled are hit b 
and oppose the Tories policies massive cuts- and astonishJ' 
of selling council homes and : at h h k w · t d t 
1 dl · hr • ercee. emen 0 
an · n JUSt t ee sessions on : give her a welcome she won't 

the streets of Peckham we . forget 
obtained over 2,000 sig· · - · 



The DHSS report highlights the importance of the struggle to save hospitals like ,Betbnal Green Phuto: Laurie Sparham (IFL) 11 

PROFIT SYSTEM 
RUINS YOUR HEALTH 

This report contains an indict
ment of our profit-orientated 
society that fully supports our 
assertion that capitalism kills. 

Even a superficial 
examination of the 
417-page Report gives 
the impression that it 
could well be used as a 
health service hand
book during this cou
ntry's transition to 
socialism. 

This has special signifi
cance for trade unionists in 
East London. The Report 
quotes the community cover
ed by the City & East London 
Area Health Authority as one 
of the two in England and 
Wales with the highest mor
tality rates. The other is 
Gateshead. 

also because of the greater 
risks of accidents in the home 
and at work. 

It discusses how poor 
health is the result of class 
inequalities in Britain and 
says that " present inequalities 
in health in a country with 
substantial resources like 
Britain are unacceptable and 
deserve so to be declared by 
every section of public 
opinion." 

It calls on the trade unions 
(with others) to play their part 
in securing "desirable" con
ditions of work, preventive 
health measures and a greater 
emphasis on health and 
safety. 

Myrna Shaw, Secretary Tower Hamlets Health 
District Joint Shop Stewards Committee (Personal 
capacity) reviews 'Inequalities in Health: Report of a 
Research Working Group chaired by Sir Douglas 
Black. Published by the DHSS [1980] price £8. 

But of course, Patrick 
Jenkin is telling the truth. His 
party, the party of big 
business, ·would have to give 
way to a socialist democracy 
where the wealth produced is 
used for the benefit of the 
people who produce it, before 
this Report could possibly be 
implemented. We should 
never stand for the death of 
74,000 people in 1970-72 who 
are estimated in the Report to 
have died only because they 
were in a lower income 
bracket. This included 10,000 
children and 32,000 men of 
working age. 

The Tory press yells its 
class propaganda against 
workers who they say don't 
want to work, are always 
malingering, and are "always 
on the sick". Yet time after 
time the Report emphasies 
how much more likely the 
working classes are to suffer 
sickness and generally wait 
longer before seeking help . 

'The Lancet' (6 September, 
'80) describes the Report as 

an " unwanted legacy from Mr 
Jenkin's predecessor," and 
says that it will provide 
abundant ammunition for the 
Opposition to bombard Mr 
Jenkin when Parliament re
assembles. When the Labour 
Opposition was itself a Lab
our government, it was bom
barded with these very facts 
by health service workers
who they ignored. How long 
will this charade continue? 
How long do we allow our
selves to be a human tennis 
ball batted backwards and 
forwards across the floor of 
the House? 

Every trade unionist sho
uld gain access to the Report 
and familiarise him or herself 
with the contents. Time is 
running out for another 
74,000 of us and we cannot 
afford to wait. Our very lives 
depend on our getting rid of 
this or any government which 
represents only those who can 
afford to buy their good 
health and has no interest at 
all in the rest. 

-, ' 'I • ' • l 
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We need unem
ploYed workers 
centre 

Feeling inspired by 
the remarks of Mar
garet Thatcher that 
we unemployed could 
find work if only we 
were prepared to move 
I asked in the Job 
Centre recently to be 
registered for work 
throughout South 
East England. 

The Tory press always tell 
us there are jobs there. 'TU 
register you as you request" 
said the assistant at the Job 
Centre "but frankly I think 
you chances of getting a job 
are nil" . 

I am an experienced lorry 
driver used to all kinds of 
haulage. I have never lost a 
load or had a serious acci
dent. I can only assume Mrs 
Thatcher was talking through 
a part of her anatomy most of 
us use for a quite different 
purpose . 

I've been out of work since 
January in Kings Lynn in 
Norfolk . I was offered a 
temporary job on my last visit 
to the Job Centre , but this was 
cancelled due to insufficient 
work to keep the lorry on the 
road. I asked the ass is tan t 
then if there had been any 
Class 1 HGV vacancies rec
ently. "That's the first one for 
six months" was her reply . 

Our Trades Council is 
trying to set up an Unem
ployed Workers Centre sim
ilar to the magnificant init
iative of the Newcastle Trades 
CounciL This is almost the 
only example in existence-! 
am sure due mainlv to 
financial difficulties in 'start
ing such a venture. 

One union branch in Kings 
Lynn has given an inspiring 
example of how to overcome 
this problerrL 

Mike Reed , Staff Repres
entative of 10/ 628b. Branch 
of the Transport and General 
Workers Union , (covering 
local bus workers). has raised 
in his branch the question of 
each member volun~arily pay
ing Sp. per week towards the 
running costs of the Unem
ployed Workers C''O'ntre. 

Although Mike has not yet 
approached everyone in the 
branch due to Staff Holidays 
and some members working 
in out-lying garages and 
depots the response so far is 
almost 100% . There are over 
4,000 union members in 
branches affiliated to our 
Trades Council, so we should 

By Tim Webb 
(Secretary, Kings Lynn 

Trades Council) 
be able to open and run our 
much needed Centre if other 
Union Branches respond to 
this magnificent lead! 

As Brother Reed has com
mented "none of us knows 
when we are going to need a 
Centre like this ourselves" . 
The overtime and jobs of the 
bus workers themselves are 
under threat from the Tory 
Transport Bill , see "Militant" 
(12th September). 

As several bus workers have 
said , it is important that the 
proposed Centre should link 
employed Trade Unionists to 
unemployed workers so that 
both may gain strength and 
solidarity from each other. 

My experience convinces 
me of the importance of our 
Centre for the Unemployed. 
Hopefully within the fore
seeable future it will cease to 
exist because there is no 
unemployment, but this will 
only happen when we are on 
the way to the socialist 
transformation of society. 

Whatever happens I shall 
always be grateful to my 
Brothers in 10/ 628b. Branch 
for their initiative, which is in 
the best traditions of Trade 
Unionism. 

CliiLE: 
Support · 
workers' 

0 struggle 
' 

At the LPYS Annual Confe
rence earlier this year, a rep
resentath·e of the Chilean 
Socialist Party [Interior] iss
ued an appeal to the British 
labour movement for material 
aid and support in their 
struggle to rebuild their 
shattered organisation. 

The ruthless efforts of the 
Chilean generals to wipe out 
all the traditions of workers' 
struggle has resulted in 
untold suffering for the whole 
of the Chilean working class. 

Yet, despite the mass 
murders, torture and brutal 
repression, the rich traditions 
of the Chilean workers lives 
on. The comrades inside 
Chile continue to wage a 
heroic struggle to rebuild 
their party, as a vital step in 
the fight to overthrow their 
oppressors. 

We were correct to fight to 
retain acute beds in our Area 
while still increasing com
munity care. We repeatedly 
claimed that the AHA was 
changing the pattern of 
health care in Tower Hamlets, 
City & Hackney and New
ham without due regard to 
the historical background of 
the locality and no knowledge 
of the possible consequences 
of their actions. 

The Working Party states 
firmly that " in our view much 
of the evidence of social 
inequalities in health can be 
adequately understood in 
terms of specific features of 
the socio-economic environ
ment" and that "thirty years 
of the Welfare State and the 
NHS have achieved little in 
reducing social inequalities of 
health." 

But while earning our 
gratitude for so expertly 
posing the problems and what 
needs to be done and for 
recognising themselves that 
their proposed national goal 
of the abolition of child 
poverty in the 1980s "requires 
a redistribution of financial 
resources far beyond anything 
achieved by past pro
grammes," the Working 
Group cannot or will not come 
to the conclusion that the 
resources called for would 
never be made available 
under our present system of 
running the economy for 
private profit. 

Surplus to requirements? 
They need our help. The 

junta receives the backing of 
imperialism, including sup
port from the Tory govern· 
ment which has announced its 
intention to resume arms 
sales to the Chilean regime. 

The Report quotes Dr 
Tudor Hart who said: "in 
areas with most sickness and 
death, general practitioners 
have more work, larger lists , 
less hospital support and 
inherit more clinically ineffec
tive traditions of consultation 
than in the healthiest areas; 
and hospital doctors shoulder 
heavier case-loads with less 
staff and equipment, more 
obsolete buildings and suffer 
recurrent crises in the availa
bility of beds and replacement 
staff ... ". 

We fought hard to retain 
the Casualty Department at 
Bethnal Green Hospital and 
the Report confirms that 
there is a greater need for 
Accident and Emergency Un
its and Out-Patient facilities 
in working-class areas, partly 
because of the unavailability 
of GPs at certain times and 

This is spelled out for them 
bluntly enough in Patrick 
Jenkin's foreword to the 
Report, although the authors 
now dispute 'the £2,000 mil
lion a year he says it would 
cost to implement their 
proposals. 

What the Tories talk 
about doing tomorrow 
-how to lower the 
value of social security 
payments-the Lab
our-controlled Knows
ley Council have done 
today. 

They have abolished free 
adult education courses for 
the unemployed and also pen
sioners. 

By taking this action, 
Knowsley councillors are 
not only going against the 
wishes of their Labour Party 
General Management Com
mittee, but are also telling 
the most hard-up sections of 
the working class that they 
may further their education 
so long as they can afford to 
pay the fee! 

Mark Carlisle would be 
proud of them. 

Vvho can afford to pay 
education fees out of unem
ployement benefit or state 
pension when the cost of 
feeding and clothing your
self under the Tories is such· 
a struggle? There will 
undoubtedly be a reduction 
in the number of enrol
ments; courses will be closed 
because of lack of numbers; 
teachers , typists, cleaners, 
clerks , etc. will all become 
'surplus to requirements.' 

In Knowsley, as else
where, when you are not 
required you are cut. 

The consequences of these 
actions are horrific. Here we 
will see the spectacle of a 
Labour controlled authority 
being directly responsible 
for further unemployment 

in this area. They carry the 
responsibility for carrying 
out Tory policy. Margaret 
Thatcher said cut and 
they cut. There was no 
opposition and no socialist 
alternative posed. 

Knowsley Labour Group 
can still give a lead. They 
should realise their mistakes 
and reverse all cuts. They 
should then take the direc
tive of the National Execu
tive Committee of the Lab
our Party , and form links 
with local authority workers 
and other trade uni0nists 
with a view to mounting a 
full-blooded campaign of 
opposition to all government 
cuts. 

By Sue Ferguson 
( Knowsley) 

The LPYS has responded 
to the appeal of our Chilean 
brothers and sisters by laun
ching the Chile Socialist 
Defence Campaign. We call 
on every section of the 
movement, labour parties, 
trade unions, shop stewards 
committees and co-op socie
ties to join our campaign, to 
provide financial and mate
rial support which we guaran· 
tee will be passed on to the 
comrades inside Chile. 

We need donations, ur
gently! Cheques to CSDC. 

Leaflets and appeal letters 
are available free of charge 
from the Youth Officer, The 
Labour Party, 150 Walworth 
Road, London SE17. 

1 .. 
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The sullen faces of the seventeen Polish government bureaucrats as they enter the meeting-place of the Gdansk Soviet to negotiate with the workers 

An uneasy compromise has 
been reached between the 
representatives of the strik
ing workers and the rulers 
of Poland. 

Nominally, the workers have 
won the right to organise ''free 
trade unions," independent of 
the Communist Party and the 
ltate that is, free from the 
control of the bureaucracy, 
which is composed of the legions 
of officials who rule Poland. 

Why, after repeat-
edly declaring on the 
radio, television, and 
in the press that under 
no circumstances 
would the regime 
accept such indepen
dent trade unions, has 
the bureaucracy ·ac
cepted such a compro
mise? 

They have agreed to this at 
least temporarily , because 
there are no forces in the 
country on which they could 
rely. Any attempt to use force 
against the workers of 
Gdansk and the Baltic pro
vince would have provoked an 
uprising throughout Poland. 

The army and the police 
would not have been reliable . 
The lower ranks of the 
bureaucracy, as in Hungary 
in 1956, would have come 
over to the side of the political 
revolution. Only the political 
police would have been rei· 

iable. 
Trotsky predic~ed that once 

the Russian workers rose 
against the bureaucracy and 
moved to take control into 
their own hands , the ruling 
elite "would be suspended in 
mid-air." That is exactly what 
happened in Poland. They 
were paralysed by the mass 
movement of the workers. 

Therefore, unable to use 
force , at least for the time 
being , the bureaucracy has 
taken the road of deception 
and compromise. With grit· 
ted teeth they are biding their 
time , waiting for their revenge 
at a later stage. At the first 
suitable opportunity, they will 
try to take back all the rights 
conceded to the workers. 
That was what happened in 
Poland in 1956, in 1970 and 
in 1976-and will once again 
be the case. 

There can be no half-way 
house. There will either be 
totalitarian control under a 

one-party state , as exists in 
Eastern Europe and Poland; 
or there will be control of 
industry and the state by the 
workers , as envisaged by 
Marx , Lenin and Trotsky. An 
uneasy compromise between 
the two can exist only for a 
very short time . 

The elements of dual power 
existed in Poland during the 
general strike. The masses 
had the real power in their 
hands, if only they had been 
conscious of this fact . They 
brought industry , transport, 
and the whole industrial life 
of Poland to a halt. 

Unfortunately, in the lead· 
ership of the workers in 
Poland, there were no Marx· 
ists who, on the basis of the 
writings of Marx , Engels, 
Lenin and Trotsky, under
stood the processes involved. 

The agreement reached, of 
trade union rights without 
any union interference "in 
politics", is completely un· 
tenable. The working class is 
not only interested in bread 
and butter issues. 

In a country where land· 
lordism and capitalism have 
been abolished and where the 
state is the sole owner of 
industry, the workers have a 
direct interest in economic 
planning. They need all the 
essential information, as the 
demands of the Polish work· 
ers showed. They need to 
decide the plan of production 
after full discussion- other
wise there will be all sorts of 
imbalances and dislocation, 
and the masses will suffer 
from its shortcomings. 

The long queues for neces· 
sities in Polish shops, with 
shortages of meat , clothing 
and other basic goods , ar.ose 
from the bureaucratic control 
of the last period. Bureau· 

cracy could work , despite its 
many glaring shortcomings , 
in a relatively primitive econ· 
omy, with· an overwhelmingly 
peasant population and when 
the construction of mainly 
heavy industry was the prim
ary task. 

But once Poland developed 
into an industrialised , rela
tively sophisticated economy, 
then it required the control 
and check of the working 
class to develop a harmonious 
economy. Only where there is 
free discussion and demo
cratic control can the workers 
decide what proportion of the 
national wealth should be 
allocated to machinery, plant, 
and buildings on the one 
hand, and to agri~ltu.~ and 
consumer goods on the o~ber 
hand. 

Economic 
Decline 

Poland's economy ground 
to a halt , with an actual fall in 
production last year , because 
of bureaucratic inefficiency, 
corruption and the nepotism 
and chaos which is inevitable 
under a dictatorship. When 
capitalism and landlordism 
are abolished, it is absolutely 
necessary that the day-to-day 
running of industry and the 
state should be in the hands 
of the working class. Lenin 
and Trotsky explained, that 
in any advanced industrial 
country where the workers 
have taken power, the trade 
unions should run industry 
under democratic workers' 
control and management. 
And Poland, due to the 
advantages of the abolition of 
capitalism, is now a modern 
industrial economy. 

Under capitalism, the 
market , through painful 
booms and slumps , and 
bankruptcies , provides an 
automatic check on quality 
and productivity-although, 
in the present period, even in 
booms, capitalism can only 
achieve an 80o/o utilisation of 
productive capacity , a clear 
symptom of the outmoded 
character of the system. But 
in a workers' state , with the 
nationalisation of production, 
the check of the market must 
be replaced by control and 
checks by the working class . 

The absence of such checks 
and controls is the essence of 
the crisis in Poland, Russia, 
and the other East European 
countries. The bureaucracies 
are developing the economy 
even more wastefully than 
under capitalism. The bur
eaucracy has now become an 
actual break on the further 
development of production. 
That is the fundamental 
explanation of the movement 
of the workers in Poland in 
the last period. 

The Polish events have 
been a shattering blow for the 
so-called "Communist" Par· 
ties in the West, who have 
been taken by surprise. The 
British CP's paper, the 
'Morning Star', has had 
glowing reports about the 
trade unions and the workers' 
rights in Poland. Yet without 
any signs of embarrassment, 
the CP's journals have been 
supporting the demands of 
the "independent trade 
unions" . They are trying to 
adopt a neutral position in 
the struggle between the 
workers and the bureaucracy. 

Without comment, the 
'Morning Star' has quoted 
examples of the conspicuous 
wealth , privileges, and cor
ruption of the bureaucracy in 

Poland. They have reported , 
for example about the head of 
the state broadcasting organ· 
isation , Szczepanski , a friend 
of Gierek who w1s removed 
when Gierek fell . 

" Preliminary investigation 

by the broadcasting union ,·· 
the 'Morning Star' said , "is 
reported to have found that 
his ass~ts included seven 
personal cars , two executive 
airc r aft_; a helicopter , a 
million-pound yacht , a sheep 
farm , a mountain villa , plus a 
hun ting lodge in Kenya .' ' (16 
Sep tember) 

But what the 'Morning 
Star' does not explain is how 
privileges such as these could 
exist in a country which , 
according to the Comm unist 
Party and the 'Morning Star' , 
is a socialist state . 

Marxism teaches that the 
socialist revolution will begin 
with control of the state and 
the economy by the workers. 
Yet thirty years after capital
ism and landlordism were 
eliminated in Poland, and 
after a mighty industrial base 
has been created . the state is 
dominated and directed by a 
monstrous bureaucracy . Pol
and is further away from a 
healthv workers · democracv 
than the re latively health)· 
workers ' state that existed 
under Lenin and Trotsky 
during the civil war. 

The top layer of the 
bureaucracy in Poland , as in 
Russia and the rest of Eastern 
Europe, live like millionaires . 
At the same time , the workers 
have only a very modest 
sta.ndard of living. It is this 
situation which fuelled the 
anger of the Polish strikers . 
The workers demanded, for 
example, the abolition of the 
shops where the bureaucrats 
can buy food, clothes, and 
other commodities which are 
unobtainable for the majority 
of the people. 

It is these privileges that 
the bureaucracy, particularly 
its top layer, is trying to 
defend . Inevitably, a privi· 
leged caste, like a privileged 
class, will fight ferociously to 
maintain its position. Occas
ionally, they will sacrifice one 
bureaucrat or another, who 
has gone too far in con· 
spicuous affluence and cor
ruption, to try to provide a 
scapegoat for the crimes of 
the bureaucracy as a whole. 

To head off a lllO'Iement of 
revolt from below, the bur· 
eaucracy will temporarily 
make concessions to the 
workers on wages, hours, 
prices of meat and other 
necessities, and other issues . 
But with a strong material 
interest in maintaining its 
position , the bureaucracy will 
never voluntarily relinquish 
control. That is why they 
cannot for long tolerate the 
development of genuinely 
independent trade unions 
under the control of the 
workers themselves. 

In trying to report both 
sides in Poland without 
taking a position of its own, 
the Communist Party in 
Britain is attempting to adopt 
a neutral stand when things 
must be resolved one way or 
another-for the bureau· 
cracy, or in the interests of the 
working class. 

The uneasy compromise 
cannot last . Either the work· 
ers will take control of the 
state into their own hands, or 
inevitably the bureaucracy 
will return to the same 
totalitarian methods and re
gime as they did after the 



upheavals in 1956, 1970 and 
1976. 

Already, according to the 
statements of the workers ' 
leaders , the bureaucracy are 
attemp ting to corrupt and 
ensnare the leaders of the 
so-called independent trade 
unions by giving them privi
leges . Later. as the movement 
ebbs , the Kania leadership 
will attempt to draw many of 
these leaders into the orbit of 
the bureaucracy , giving them 
special fl ats. the use of cars , 
and other privileges. 

Any leaders of the so-called 
independent unions who will 
not collaborate will be arrest
ed or framed , when there is 

, the inevitab le ebbing of the 
movement. The mass of work
ers cannot sustain a high level 
of ac tivity and participation 
indefinitely. When the work
ers become disi llusioned with 
the limited results achieved by 
the independent unions , then 
the bureaucracy will clamp 
down on them . or incorporate 
them into the state machine. 

The Catholic church , as 
always in such circumstances, 
has through its Polish hier
archy preached peace and 
agreement between "rulers 
and the ruled' '. The cardinal 
and the bishops demanded 
collaborat ion betwee n the 
bureaucracy and the workers, 
urging an end to the strike 
long before an actu al agree-
ment was reached . · 

The church has gained 
from the crisis. Now, for the 
first time , Sunday mass will 
be broadcast on radio and 
television . The hierarchy are 
also demanding state sub
sidies , and it is possible that 
the bureaucracy will later 
agree to this to secure the 
support of the church. As 
under capitalism, the church 
hierarchy always tries to 
compromise with the rulers , 
rather than putting them
selves on the side of the 
masses. 

The attitude to the Polish 
events of the ruling class in 
the West--of the financiers 
and industrialists, and of 
course of the press-barons
reveals their fear of the 
movement of the Polish 
working class. They expressed 
malicious glee at the com
promising of socialism and 
communism by the incom
petence, mismanagement and 
corruption of the bureau
cracy, which provoked the 
general strike. 

But they are afraid of the 
effects in Eastern Europe
and in Western Europe, too
of the Polish workers' action. 
They advocated that the 
workers make a compromise 
with the bureaucracy. In their 
editorials and foreign service 
propaganda broadcasts, the 
Western governments urged 
"moderation" and the need 
for the workers to com
promise. 

The capitalists understood 
clearly that failure to arrive at 
a compromise would result in 
the collapse of the bureau
cratic machine and the estab
lishment of a workers' demo
cracy in Poland. This, in 
tum, would have prepared 
the way for the spread of 
political revolution through
out Eastern Europe and 
Russia . 

With the conditions of 
slump and recession in the 
western world , moreover, 
such a movement would 
inevitably spread to the rest of 
Europe as well. The capital
ists fear this more than 
anything else. That is why 

they have an interest in the 
bureaucracy arriving at a 
compromise and strangling 
the movement of the Polish 
workers. 

The Western capitalists will 
always arrive at a compromise 
with the bureaucracy in 
Russia and Eastern Europe. 
The capitalists lean on the 
bureaucracy, and the bureau
cracy leans on the capitalists 
of the West. Each needs the 
other as a spectre to hold up 
before their respective work- . 
ing classes. 

In Russia and Eastern 
Europe , the bure auc racy 
holds up the danger of 
capitalist intervention . The 
capitalists, for their part , use 
the spectre of totalitarianism , 
which they attempt to asso
ciate with the genuine ideas of 
socialism . 

The attitude of the sects to 
the Polish events has been 
comical. They are completely 
ultra-left in their attitude to 
the Labour Party and the 
workers ' movement generally. 
But the moment a ·concrete 
si tu a tion is posed . they take 
an opportunist position . 

The sects, including the 
"state capitalists' ' . raise the 
same bogey of Russian inter
vention as the reason for not 
advocating the overthrow :>f 
the Polish Stalinist regime. 
They have swallowed the false 
position of the Polish dissi
dents. Incapable of thinking 
two steps ahead , they are at 
one with the capitalists in 
advocating the workers ' com
promise with the bureau
cracy. 

Why have the Russians 
swallowed more in Poland 
than they were prepared to 
accept in Czechoslovakia in 
1968? Even when control was 
still firmly in the hand of the 
liberal wing of the Czech 
bureaucracy, the Russian 
bureaucracy intervened ag
ainst the attempted liberal 
reforms. 

But they have not inter
vened in Poland because of 
their fear of the working class 
in Poland and in Russia itself. 
The Russian bureaucracy 
immediately jammed the 
broadcasts of the BBC and 
the CIA's Voice of America, 
fearing the effects that news 
of the Polish workers' action 
would have on the Russian 
workers. 

Panicky articles have ap
peared in 'Pravda' and other 
papers of the bureaucracy 
instructing the official "trade 
union" bureaucrats that they 
must listen more to the 
workers, and take more 
account of the workers' 
demands! Panic-stricken by 
the Polish events, the Russian 
bureaucrats are attempting to 
head off from above move
ments from below. 

The "trade unions" in the 
Stalinist states have nothing 
in common with the trade 
unions created by the sacrifice 
and struggle of the workers in 
the capitalist countries. They 
are organisations to carry the 
instructions of the bureau
crats to the workers, rather 
than representing the de
mands of the workers . They 
have no more independence 
from the state than the 
"unions" under a fascist 
regime. That is why the Polish 
workers are trying to reject 
them, and are by the millions 
moving towards unions inde
pendent of the state. 

Faced,with the mass move
ment from below of the Polish 
workers, the Russian bureau
cracy has temporarily accept-

ed changes which will poten
tially have a more disintegrat
ing effect on the Polish 
bureaucratic regime than the 
reforms they would not toler
ate in Czechoslovakia in 1968. 
They understood that in the 
event of an intervention , the 
Polish workers and people 
would fight. The Polish army 
would go over to the side of 
the workers. Intervention 
would also have an effect on 
the Russian workers and 
peasants within the ranks of 
the Russian army. 

Only 
Temporary 

The Russian bureaucracy 
has therefore endorsed this 
temporary compromise in 
PolaDd. They have accepted 
K.ania as a replacement for 
tile discredited Gierek. 
Kania, who was formerly 
linked to the secret police, 
took no steps without con
sulting the masters in the 
Kremlin. The Polish and the 
Russian bureaucracy have 
agreed to the compromise 
purely to gain a breathing 
space. It may last a year, 18 
months, possibly two years or 
so-but it will be impossible 
to maintain for any length of 
time . 

If .the independent unions 
were to function as genuine 
unions, the workers would not 
only demand negotiations on 
wages and conditions , but 
would inevitably demand a 
say in the plan itself. This in 
itself would produce new 
conflict . 

However, the bureaucracy, 
taking advantage of the 
inevitable disillusionment 
amongst the workers and the 
ebbing of the movement, will 
inevitably move to strangle 
the unions, or incorporate 
them into the state machine. 
In the long term, there will 
inevitably be new outbreaks 
and strikes by the workers in 
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Anna Walentynowicz addresses her fellow 
Gdansk workers . It was her sacking which 
began the July occupation. 

Poland. leading to an upris
ing to overthrow the bureau
cracy. 

Unfortunately , the Polish 
workers abided by the advice 
of the dissident intellectuals 
in Poland (advice which was 
echoed by the ultra-left sects 
outside Poland). -Their posi
tion has been false from 
beginning to end. They have 
not understood the processes 
taking place in Poland, 
Russia or the rest of Eastern 
Europe, or the processes 
internationally. 

In their endeavour to avoid 
Russian intervention, they 
will, in the long run, provoke 
that very intervention! Poland 
cannot solve its problems on a 
Polish basis alone. The Polish 
workers . c:ould only sua:ess
fully O¥erthrow the bat:eau
crac:y and establish a worten' 
democracy in PolaDd by 
appealing to the worbrs and 
peoples of the rest of Eastern 
Europe and, of course , Russia 
itself. 

Like the social revolution in 
the West, the political revo
lution has to be international 
in outlook, economically, 
socially, and politically. 
Socialism in one country is 
impossible. Even reformism 
in one country is now actually 
impossible , because all the 
countries are inextricably 
linked together economically 
and politically. 

The impasse in which the 
Polish bureaucracy found 
itself in 1970 led it to try and 
find the way out through the 
world market. · This assisted 
the industrialisation of 
Poland. With loans from the 
Western capitalists, Poland 
bought new machinery and 
established new industries. 
But with the development of 
world recession, Poland 
found itself burdened with 
enormous debts , owing 
$20,000 million and paying 
millions of dollars a year in 
interest alone. 

Markets for Polish exports 
in the capitalist countries 
have fallen sharply as a result 
of the world recession, with a 
slowdown or a fall in output 
in most of the main capitalist 
economies. Now three
quarters of Polish exports will 
go mainly to service its foreign 
debt. 

The aid which is now being 
offered by Russia and the 
West to underwrite the com
promise between the bureau
cracy and the workers will 
produce new contradictions. 
All the contradictions in the 
Polish state will be intensified 
by the attempt to allow 
"independent" wot'kers' un
ions. 

How can these contradic
tions be overcome? It is true, 
the workers have made great 
gains in wages, hours and 
conditions. But the regime 
will inevitably attempt to take 
these concessions back, and 
repress the independent 
unions , or incorpc,rate them 
in the state. In that case , 
renewed conflict and a new 
uprising will be inevitable. 

What, therefore , has been 
gained by "not provoking a 
Russian intervention"? Un
fortunately, the Polish work
ers have been persuaded by 
the dissident intellectuals to 
give the Russian bureaucracy 
what they want without inter
vention. And they have not 
avoided the possibility of 
intervention at a later stage! 
The only way that the inter
vention of the Russian bur
eaucracy can be avoided is to 
face up to the problem of the 
bureaucratic control in Russia 
as well as in Poland. 

The only path for the Polish 
workers is to overthrow the 
bureaucracy in Poland, and 
then to issue an international 

appeal to the workers of 
Eastern Europe and Russia, 
and to the workers of the 
world, to come to their 
assistance and aid the estab
lishment of a free, democratic 
Socialist Federation of the 
workers and peoples of these 
countries. 

There is no way around the 
problem. It will have to be 
faced SlpJ&1'dy by the Polish 
workers. No lasting compro
~ eaD be made with the 
forces of the bureaucracy, any 
more than the workers in the 
West can make a compromise 
with capitalism, given the 
organic economic crisis now 
developing. 

It is not only the sects who 
are hopelessly confused. Un
fortunately the Tribunite 
wing of the Labour Party and 
the leaders of the trade unions 
seem to be hopelessly at sea 
on this question. They sup
port the compromise that 
took place with the bureau
cracy! They do not realise that 
the compromise cannot be 
maintained for any length of 
time. 

Once again, we arrive at 
the position that only Marx
ism can serve the needs of the 
workers of Britain and of the 
working class internationally. 
The Polish workers will find 
the road to Marxism, as will 
the workers of Eastern Eur
ope, and the working class of 
the entire world. Only 
through the ideas of Marxism 
will the problems of Poland, 
of Eastern Europe, and of the 

. world working class be solved. 
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TWO AMERICAN UNIONS 
DEMAND ~ 
INDEPENDENT 
LABOUR PARTY 

two American 
conventions 
independent 

Last month 
trade union 
called for an 
Labour party. 

pressing for democratic con
trols that will break the big oil 
monop olies. and if that 
" means socialising the in
dustry, so be it ," he said. 

Rising unemployment and inflation have brought 
disillusionment with the two main capitalist parties. 

increasing 

At the United El
ectrical Workers Con· 
vention, workers en· 
dorsed the formation 
of a Labour party. 

The principal speaker , 
John Henning , head of the 
Californian Federation of 
Labor, stated that a Labour 
party was the only alternative 
to the two old parties. It was 
no longer possible to liberalise 
the Democratic Party. 

In the first week of 
September the delegates to 
the quadrennial convention of 
the International Association 
of Machinists and Aerospace 
Workers Union meeting in 
Cinncinnati, pledged the uni
on's support ;, for any grass 
roots efforts" to create a new 
working people's party . 

The resolution was a substi
tute for an even stronger 
resolution which would have 
called on the million members 
of the lAM to actually initiate 
a party of Labour. 

The Union's President, Mr 
William Winpisinger, who is 
a member of the AFL-CIO 
Executive Council (American 
TUC) had opened the Con
vention with a far-ranging 
report in which he assailed 
the top leadership of the US 
labour movement for its 'busi
ness unionism'' and " cautious 
conservatism" in resisting the 
bi-partisan corporate offen
sive against labour . 

"Resc.urces are now there 
to attack and counter attack," 
he said , "We don' t have to 
posture ourselves in the 
coward's crouch or retreat 
into bunkers when our adver
saries be they government or 
corporate-begin firing mis
siles or lobbying grenades at 
us ... " 

"The aim of big business, " 
he continued, "is to destroy 
the labor movement , turn
ing the hands of time back a 
hundred years or more. " 

Then he dealt at length on 
the US labour movement's 
paralysing ties to the Demo
cratic Party. The Canadian 
labour movement operating in 
a hostile and indifferent 
environment did not try to 
deceive itself about its relat
ionship with the employers 
and government. "It had the 
good sense, it seems to us, to 
mount an offensive by helping 
to form a pro-labor political 
party-the New Democratic 
party." 

Scathingly he denounced 
President Carter's new "econ
omic renewal" programme as 
a scheme to bail out big 
business with billions of 
dollars in more loopholes 
while compelling workers to 
face closing mines and mills 
and to "sacrifice." 

BettyTraun 
reports from 

New York 

Winpisinger blasted Cart
er's policy of giveaways to the 
profit-bloated oil companies 
which have " milked every last 
penny from OPEC imports 
and brought us to the brink of 
war. 

The alternative was to keep 

He attacked Carter's sabre 
rattling in the Persian Gulf 
and his military draft regis
tration drive. "Let big oil 
fight its own damn war. If the 
corporate state wants the 
military draft then let it draft 
robots aad give our kids real 
jobs ... with the promise of life 
not death." 

In the floor debate that 
followed Winpisinger's pres
entation Fred Smith of the 
lAM Lodge lOOS pointed out 
that it was a Democratic
controlled Congress that had 
enacted the labour-weakening 
Taft-Hartley Act. "We're not 
going to dump Taft-Hartley 
by supporting the Democratic 
Party. We've got to make our 

own political party," he said. 
He went on to urge a return 

of the "spirit of solidarity and 
militancy" of the 1930s, 
denouncing the Taft-Hartley 
Act for forbidding mass 
picket lines which are a vital 
weapon in blocking strike 
breakers by giant corporat
ions. He urged workers to 
stage "sit down strikes" in 
plants which corporations 
threaten to close and relocate 
in areas of unorganised lab
our. 

A woman delegate pointed 
out that the US was the only 
major industrial country 
where workers did not have 
their own political party. 

"The lAM should take the 
initiative to create an inde
pendent working people ' s 
party," she said. 

A spokesman for the reso
lutions committee argue.i 
against the lAM unilaterally 
moving to establish such a 
party without firs t establish
ing a broader trade union and 
grass roots support for such a 
move . Winpisinger thanked 
those who had introduced the 
original resolution and pled
ged full support for the M 
for any broadly-based move
ment to create a genuine 
political alternative to the two 
parties of big business . 

SPD 'dangerously, near a 
The horrific neo Nazi · 
terrorist bombing of 
the Munich beer festi· 
val which left 12 
people dead will pro
bably not effect the 
result of next week's 
general election. It 
could even lead to 
more votes for the 
Social Democratic 
Party, which is the last 
thing that the German 
capitalists wanted. 

By Greg Powell 
(Hamburg SPD) 

majority 

During the campaign they 
have literally tried to move 
heaven and earth to stop the 
SPD obtaining an overall 
majority . 

In a synchronised pastoral 
letter two weeks ago, Catholic 
bishops all over the Federal 
Republic tried to guarantee 
that our wordly goods remain 
in the hands of a few. 
Carefully spiced with religious 
phrases, the bishops expres
sed their worry about the 
extension of state ac•ivity, the 
bureaucratisation 'd the 

financial debts of the state. 
Reportedly amongst the auth
ors of the pastoral letter was 
Rausher , who is a member of 
a Conservative working party. 

The intervention of the 
church shows the concern of 
the ruling elite on how 
German society is developing. 

The internationally renow
ned relatively high living 
standards of German workers 
are being brought into firing 
range by the representatives 
of capital. 

West Germany is moving 
into the same crisis as other 
capitalist countries and it will · 
be looking for the same 
solutions- that the working 
class must pay. They have no 
other choice . Safeguarding 
profits and financing costly 
reforms cannot go hand in 
hand anymore. 

The opposition's prog-

ramme is one of large-scale 
re-distribution of wealth to
wards the rich. 

While the SPD leadership 
promises that reforms will "in 
no way" be eroded, at the 
same time Schmidt warns "I 
cannot promise you that we 
will remain unscathed thro
ugh world crises which could 
also affect us ." 

No socialist could deny 
this. But it is the first duty of 
a workers' party to explain in 
a clear way the world 
situation and the causes of the 
crisis and particular!;" to point 
a bold finger at the real 
culprits. Instead the party is 
calling for votes for Helmu ~ 
Schmidt , as :?- world states
man of sta~Jility who speaks 
for "our peculiar national 
interest." (from an election 
brochure). 

Schmidt has openly app-
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roved at election rallies of 
votes for the Liberal capital
ists and coalition partner, the 
FDP. The rank and file of the 
party will not be campaigning 
for the FDP-for them it's a 
question of strengthening 
their own party , of demons
trating active support , of 
vigilance against counter re
forms. 

Few SDP supporters am
ongst the working class would 
be sad to see the small party 
of capital disappear from 
government. An SPD abso
lute majority and a defeat for 
Strauss, the German That
cher, would be a magnificent 
victory and mark a new stage 
in the development of the 
'li 1 est German labour move
ment. 

The leadership , however, 
continue to propagate the 
coalition with the liberals as 
the goal. Their policy, as the 
election propaganda repeats , 
is one of "prudence, circums
pection and eau tion'' to 
preserve internal and external 
peace . 

At the time of writing an 
SPD/ FDP victory seems assu
red. Whatever the outcome, 
sooner or later , the masses 
will be called upon by the 
victorious parties to make 
their sacrifice towards solving 
the economic and political 
problems of capitalism. All 
socialists and active workers 
in the SPD must fight for the 
interests of the working class 
and youth and link their 
needs to the struggle for a 
socialist transformation of 
society, the only way to really 
guarantee peace and justice 
for all. 

INDIA: 
Support 
Thorn 

Electrical 
Workers 

Strike 
For over 3 '12 months now, 300 
workers of metal Lamp Caps 
(linked to Thorn Electrical 
Co, UK) have been fighting 
against one of the deadliest, 
feudalistic managements just 
to achieve fair and reasonable 
demands. 

The background to the dis
pute began in March when 
the management unilaterally 
introduced an incentive 
scheme in one department. 
When the incentive payments 
were made on 25th April, the 
workers were surprised to see 
they were only 60% of what 
they should be. 

The workmen refused to 
receive the amount and 
demanded a 100o/o incentive 
payment. Discussions bet
ween management and union 
representatives failed. After 
giving due notice the workers 
in that particular department 
downed tools on 27th April 
1980. 

The management forcibly 
got the workers out from the 
department with the help of 
police and security guards 
and displayed a notice stating 
that the incentive scheme 
would be withdrawn from 1st 
April 1980. Workers respon
ded by deciding to stop doing 
overtime throughout the fac
tory , 

The management then 
stepped up their harrassment 
of workers. They refused to 
pay overtime wages due on 
15th May 1980. 

So the workers refused to 
leave the company premises 
without overtime payment. 
The management was forced 
to pay the overtime amount 
after a long 6 hours stay in 
strike (the workers left the 
factory at 10 pm). 

The management then de
clared a lay-o ff without 
compensation with effect 
from 17th May 1980. 

So a general meeting of 
workers on 7 June decided to 
go on strike from 9th June. 
The management meanwhile 
dismissed about SO workers 
without gi.ving any reason. 

Since 9 June the strike has 
been total and peaceful. All 
efforts to break the strike 
have failed. The management 
even arranged goondas 
(thugs) to attack the peaceful 
demonstrators near the fac
tory but the militant workers 
retaliated and defeated their 
attack. 

About 300 families have 
been put in great difficulties, 
as most of the workers were 
solely dependent on their 
salary for their living. The 
morale of the workers is very 
high. With the help of the 
working class at Bangalore 
notably MICO, the union is 
helping the workmen by 
giving them a minimum 
ration every week. 

The strike continues with 
the demands: 
1. Payment of incentive. 
2. Payment of lay off wages. 
3. Re-instatement of dismis
sed workers . 

Our factory is linked to 
"Thorn Electricals London" . 
Could the Thorn Electrical 
factory union people please 
try and help us to bring 
pressure on the management 
of Thorn. 

By a trade unionist 
in Bangalore 



Northern Ireland 
almost one in six out of 
one in three below pover 

Tony Benn has stated that 
mass unemployment in Bri
tain could lead to violence in 
the streets like that of 
Northern Ireland. He is quite 
correct. 

that it can only fight on the 
industrial plane. Politically, 
the trade unions are silent. 
Yet the need for a Labour 
Party to challenge the bigots 
who now dominate politics 
could not be greater. 

Ian Paisley, Enoch Powell , 
John Hume and others are 
the most prominent political 
figures in Northern Ireland. 
All attain their seats on the 
basis of sectarian voting , and 
all have , therefore, a vested 
interest in the maintenance of 
the religious division among 
workers. 

The de-industriali- · 
sation of Britain 
would create condi
tions similar to those 
endured by the wor
kers of Belfast, Derry 
other parts of Nor
thern Ireland. Already 
this province suffers 
15% unemployment. 

By Peter 
Hadden 

(Northern Ireland 
Labour & Trade Union 

Group) 
The four major political 

parties , Official Unionis t, 
If there was a part of the Democratic Unionist, Social 

globe which cried out for a Democratic Labour Party and 
united working-class move- Alliance are all Tory parties 
ment, that area must be under different names . Enoch 
Northern Ireland. It has been Powell represents the views of 
the social misery of poverty the Official Unionists by 
and unemployment which has repeatedly calling for more 

Job losses are mounting. In underlain the sectarian vio- cuts. His colleague, William 
the last few weeks three key lence of the past decade . Ross, MP for Derry , respon 
factories in Derry have ann- Today the opportunities for ded to job losses in ·local 
ounced or threatened major the building of a class factories by declaring this 
redundancies. Early in Oc- movement to smash the necessary to economic revival! 
tober the gates of the sectarianism and end this That such people are 
Grundig factory outside poverty are greater than they elected has very little to do 
Belfast are to shut for good, have been for ten years. with continued popular sup
displacing 1,000 workers , On April 2nd of this year a port. Rather, it is chiefly 
many of wqom will never be successful half-day general because of the lack of an 
able to find jobs again. strike was organised against alte rn a tive. Increas ingly, 

for Sir Keith Joseph and the Tories. Catholics and however , the activists within 
his friends , who proclaim that protestants marched together the trade unions are coming 
workers must accept lower in all areas. Outside Belfast's to see the need for a political 
wages and price themselves City HalllO,OOO workers from voice of their own. 
into jobs, there exists the every part of the city stood Workers faced with redun
theoret ical difficulty tha t together to listen to the trade dancies in a number of 
wages in Northern Ireland are union leaders . factories have gone to MPs 
20 o/o lower than in the UK as such as Paisley and Hume for 
a whole. Yet the unemploy- support. They have been 
ment rate is consistently twice Protests grow given sympathy, a nd on 
the national rate . occasions public backing . Bu t 

Strabane has the highest no action has been proposed , 
unemployment ra te in the and these politicians have 
province. It also boasts the Everywhere the anger of done nothing to save jobs . 
lowest wages. A recent report working people at the Tory The Grundig shop stewards 
has shown that the average cuts is to be seen. Unemploy- met representatives of the 
salary of those school-leavers ment, wages , cuts in services nearb y Lisburn Borough 
who manage to find jobs in -these are now the talking Council , and were offered 
the Derry-Strabane area is points in the work-places , and condolences and nothing else . 
£25.97. not so much the 'troubles .' The comment of one of the 

Low wages do not create Last week 100 women from shop stewards , that the 
jobs . Rather unemployment is the protestant Shankill Road meeting was a "total waste of 
a club which is used to and other parts of north time ," sum UR the conclu
enforce poverty-level wages. Belfast marched to the offices sion which many workers are 

With prices on average of the Education and Library now beginning to draw. 
some 4o/o higher than in Board, protesting on the issue Next May, local govern-
Britain, it is not difficult to of school dinners . ment elections will be held . 
picture the extent of poverty Overall , and particularly in Antrim Trades Council have 
in Northern Ireland . In 1976, the issue of unemployment , a decided to field at least one 
38 o/o of households lived mood for action is developing. candidate . They have set up a 
below the poverty line. for · A call for demonstrations · body called the Antrim Lab
the South East of England the against unemployment has our League for the purpose . It 
equivalent figure is 13%. already been raised by work- is quite possible that other 
Even Scotland's scandalous ers on a number of trades Trades Councils will do 
figure of 23 o/o appears as councils. · likewise. 
nothing compared to the Unfortunately, the North- Throughout the North, the 
plight of Northern Ireland em Ireland labour movement Labour and Trade Union 
families. is handicapped by the fact Group (L TUG) have been 
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Protestant and Catholic workers showed unity in action in the haH-day general strike on April 2nd. 
political voice is needed to express growing demands for working class solutions. 
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'Common Misery, Common Struggle'. An analysis of the united class 
struggle of workers in Northern Ireland. Available [price 40p inc. 
postage] from World Books, 1 Mentmore Terrace, London E8 3PN. 

developing their influence by 
campaigning for a trade
union based Labour Party. 
Even in Paisley's backyard of 
Ballymena , the local L&TUG 
branch have managed to 
underline the potential sup
port for a Labour Party by 
building a 40-strong branch 
of Young Socialists . 

Talk by the Tories of a 
"political solution" in the 
form of some kind of new 
Assembly adds ~urther urg
ency to the question of 
building a political voice for 
the unions. 

As things stand, this latest 
'solution' would solve exactly 
nothing. Elections due to an 
Assembly would be domin
ated by the sectarian parties . 
The horrifying prospect has 
even been mooted that if his 
Democratic Unionist party 
were to emerge as the largest 
single party , Paisley might 
seek to become the leader of 
the parliament! This could 
only give a boost to the bigots 
on both sides. 

All this underlines the need 
for a united class alternative . 
A Labour Party would attract 
the working class support 
which today accounts for the 
voting successes of a whole 
array of bigots. At the 
moment, no such party exists. 

Th at the SDLP is a 
middle-class catholic party 
has been re-affirmed by the 
defection from its ranks of 
people like Gerry Fitt, and 
Paddy Devlin , who have 
Labour connections to boast 
somewhere deep in their 
political past. 

The Northern Ireland Lab
our Party no longer exists 
except as a lifeless rump. In 
1977 it managed to win only 
one council seat in the whole 
province. Since then, it has 
declined even further . 

With no Labour Party in 
existence the trade unions 
face the task of creating one. 
Great assistance in this can be 

given by the British Labour gigantic step towards the 
Party. It can supply political unity of the working class of . 
advice , can assist in pressing Ireland , North and South. ' 
the unions in Britain to Through links with the Irish 
support the idea , and can give Labour Party , and by moving 
practical help in the form of to the development of a single 
resources and money. Labour Party for Ireland , it 

However, the idea some- could help politically to 
times raised , that a new reunite the workers of Belfast 
region of the British Labour and Dublin for the first time 
Party should be set up in since partition in 1921. 
Northern Ireland , should be Only the working class of 
resis ted . Such a step would be Northern Ireland can provi.te 
seen in Northern Ireland as the any answer to the situation. 
imposition of a party from The Tories have nothing to 
above and from outside. The offer. If they can only bring 
danger would be that many hardship to the workers of 
activists would resent such a Liverpool and Birmingham, 
move and oppose it. how can they be expected to 

In any case the only people solve the problems of workers 
raising this call are the people in Belfast and Derry? 
who a re or have been There are no grounds to 
members of the Northern justify a continued 'bipartis
Ireland Labour Party , who· an ' approach between Labour 
helped destroy the NiLP with and the Tories in Britain on 
their right-wing and sectarian this question. 
policies . Now they have gone Instead , the labour move
down on their knees begging ment in Britain must cam
the British Labour Party to paign for a socialist solution 
come and rescue them. to the Northern Ireland 

It is the trade union problem , and should give 
activists within Northern Ire- every possible assistance to 
land who will have to form · those fighting for class unity 
and build a new Labour and socialism within the 
Party. They can be given aid Northern Ireland labour 
in this task, but no-one else movement-and above all , to 
can actually carry it out. those are fighting for the 

A rank-and-file conference building in Northern Ireland 
of the NI trade unions , with of a trade-union-based Lab
represen tatives only from our Partv. 
those political organisations 
who base themselves entirely , 
on the labour movement 
should be called. This would 
work out a socialist prog
ramme and a democratic 
structure for a Labour Party. 

Under present conditions 
such a party would quickly 
develop, fighting the twin 
enemies of poverty and sectar
ianism. It could challenge the 
sectarian parties on both 
sides, who up until now have 
simply fed on each other. It 
would need to develop the 
dosest links with the British 
Labour Party. 

Above all, it would be a 
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Austrian 
readers' view 
Dear Comrades, 

Although 'Militant' is a 
little bit expensive for me as 
a student, I think it is 
worthwhile and I am always 
waiting anxiously for the 
next copy. 

It would be a grand-and 
important for the socialist 
cause in Austria-if we 
could produce a similar 
paper, but I am sorry to say 
we are still far away from 
that, so I try to draw 
conclusions from the articles 
concerning the UK, as there 
is a lot we can learn from the 
present struggle of the 
British working class ag
ainst the reactionary Tory 
government and from your 
fight for socialism. It is my 
impression that your most 
important tasks now are to 
democratise the Labour Pa· 
rty (especially the PLP) and 
build up a strong united 
trade union movement. 

Reading 'Militant's' ar
ticles about the different 
unions' fights I find it 
surprising that there are so 
many unions-in Austria 
there are 16 strong trade 
unions and they are all 
united in the 'OGB' (Aus
trian Trade Union Fed
eration), whose president is 
also president of the Aus
trian parliament-a right 
wing social democrat. 

At our weekly meetings I 
always quote articles from 
'Militant' and tell about the 
conditions of your fight for 
socialism. Our comrades 
were deeply impressed by 
your 'Day of Action' (May 
14th). We are convinced 
that the British working 
class showed the way to 
fight against their enemies. 

But it is not enough to 
wait for the victories of our 
comrades in other countries . 
It is our task now to build 
up the fight for bold 
;ocialist policies. 
Yours fraternally 
Helmut Kepp 
Austrian Young Socialists 

Midlands' grass 
is no greener 
Dear Comrades, 

Reading the business 
news section of the 'Sunday 
Times' today I looked with 
interest at the 'jobless 
Britain' column, a weekly 
list of redundancy figures. 

It's a job 

Dear Comrades 
Three days ago I started 

work in the Dole Office
my job is making out 
claims. Yesterday a 16 year 
old girl came in-a new 
school leaver who couldn't 
read or write at all. 

Today an ex-prisoner who 
had just come out after 
three years said to me that 
"I thought it was hell inside 
but it was nothing compared 
to this ." 

After three days in this 
job I can give example after 
example of the despair, 
depression and bewilder
ment that these people are 
facing. 

I was unemployed after 
finishing my degree in 
psychology in June-! can't 
get any jobs using my 
qualification . 

But I suppose I'm consid
ered one of the lucky ones. 
I've a job-dealing with 
people that under capital
ism will have no future. 

Yours fraternally 
Leigh Riley 
Bermondsey LPYS 

Taking a 
name in vain 
Dear Comrades 

I was amazed and sicken
ed when I heard on the news 
on the 4th September that 
Mrs Thatcher wants to sell 
weapons to increase our 
exports. 

How can a woman who 
says she is a Christian wish 
to · sell weapons to kill and 
maim people? 

Who does she want to sell 
the weapons to? Who are 
they to be used against? I 
suppose it's the 'Third 
World' as Thatcher has 
been quoted as saying that 
our weapons are "too soph
isticated" and should be 
made easier to use. 

How sick can you get? Is 
this the way a so-called 
Christian should behave and 
why on earth did no-one 
mention this at the TUC 
conference during the disar
mament speech? 
PS I am not a Christian 

M. A Loveley 
Littlehampton, Sussex 

LPYS: the turning-point 
Dear Comrades 

Last week's article on the 
_ development of the LPYS 

mistakenly referred to the 
1971 LPYS march against 
the Tories as being organ
ised by the 'old' right-wing 
leadership . 

The Februarv 13/ 14 1971 
march and rallv was in fact 
the first event organised by 
the 'Militant' majority on 
the LPYS National Commit
tee. When the supporters of 
'Militant' first won a major
ity in the LPYS in 1970 the 
LPYS hardly existed as a 
national organisation. 

One of the first tasks of 
the new LPYS National 
Committ~e was to attempt 
to pull together the isolated 
branches and regions in 
national campaigning activ
ity and give l\ real sense of 

Unrest in the air ... 
Dear Comrades 

The Tory government has 
only seen the tip of the 
iceberg. With their present 
policies they are trying to 
curb trade union rights and 
activities, also bringing into 
action one of the Tories 
biggest backers, the great 
unbiased British press. 

Capitalism is just about 
on its last legs, as old people 
die, young people starve 
because of lack of jobs, 
kidney patients die, while 
some of the elite go round in 
£300 suits and dresses and 
chauffeur-driven Rolls Roy
ces. In a letter to the 
national press lately, one of 
them wrote that 'the trouble 
with people today is that 
they're paid too much. It 
took me all of five weeks to 
find a (not trained or very 
good at that) housemaid 
and I have to pay an out
rageous £32 a week for 36 
hours work.' 

If this is the general 
attitude of the capitalists 
I've no doubt that people 
will fight not only to work 
but to live as well. 

The government knows 

national identity to all LPYS 
members. 

The SOO-strong February 
march , which was the first 
every national LPYS march , 
was a major step towards 
achieving this goal. It paved 
the way for the further 
building of the Young 
Socialists and the extension 
of its roots into the the trade 
unions and Labour Parties. 

The march also provided 
a further impetus to the 
LPYS 's growth, which was 
reflected later that same 
year when the November 
6/7 national march against 
unemployment attracted 
l,SOO people. 

Fraternally 
Bob Labi 
LPYS National 
Committee 1971-7 

that a feeling of unrest is in 
the air and are desperately 
assembling their means to 
attack the working class, 
with new recruiting in both 
the army and the police. 

The police seem to have 
all under control; limiting 
pickets to six, the death of 
political agitators and gen
eral tiny everyday things like 
phone-tapping, arresting 
peaceful pickets . 

To top it the government 
started as they meant to go 
on, making people jobless, 
homeless, with no National 
Health Service , not to 
mention attempts to bribe 
trade union officials . 

The present Tory govern
ment seems to be scaling 
everything down for about 
half the present population 
and with hardnosed poli
cies seem to know how to 
make the population· fit. 

I for one intend to fight 
and hope people can see 
what's happening and will 
fight alongside me and my 
comrades . 

Deano 
Milton Keynes 

This week alone redun
dancies totalled 17,000. Of 
those, I cah;ulated 5,025 
were from the Midlands
that is excluding the un
known percentage of the 
3,500 workers made redun· 
dant from various CEGB 
plants. 

---------------------------------~ 

This means a total of 
29.56% of those affected 
were in an area that in the 
past had lower unemploy
ment figures than the nat
ional average. 

Few of those people made 
redundant will be able to 
find jobs. Yet, when Mrs 
Thatcher advises people to 
move area to find new jobs, 
how many people will con
sider looking to the Mid
lands? 

We aU know that the only 
hope for the unemployed 
now is to support the 
Labour Party, throw the 
Tories out of government, 
and follow the socialist path 
to end the misery and 
suffering experienced by 
numbers far exceeding two 
million. 

Yours fraternally, 
J. Davies 
Billesley Labour Party 

We shall overcome 
Dear Comrades 

On Sunday 21 Septem
ber, thousands of protesters 
marched the four miles from 
Newbury to RAF Greenham 
Common, Berkshire, ear
marked by the Tories for 
their proposed missile site. 

The march included 
about 150 from Swindon, as 
well as strong contingents 
from the Bath and Oxford 
labour movements. The res
ponse as we went through 
Newbury (apart from the 
few inevitable reactionaries) 
was good. 'Militant' suppor
ters were very prominent, 
and many papers were sold . 

The march snaked its way 
through countryside , flank
ed by country bobbies (who 
were not quite used to this 
sort of thing in Berkshire .. . 
yet). As we approached the 
site of Greenham Common, 
we passed the plush houses 
of some of the employees. 

Here the reaction against 

us hotted up. "We need 
these missiles to defend 
ourselves! " was one remark . 
The fact that these missiles 
are first strike weapons had 
clearly escaped him. 

Apparently the villagers 
prefer 'clean' missiles to 
those filthy oiltankers. One 
of these characters even 
rushed to close his double 
gates at our approach. 
Nuclear weapons on his 
doorstep are alright, but the 
sight of a red flag (on a 
Sunday) makes him fear for 
his life. 

On reaching the site, we 
were shepherded into a 
field. This aroused anger 
among many marches who 
insisted on demonstrating at 
the gates, but this mood was 
diffused by one of the 
speakers on the platform 
who assured us that the 
'authorities' had allowed(?) 
a small demo at the gates in 
the morning. 

fhe speakers included 
David Stoddart, MP for 

Swindon ;,nd Joan Lestor 
MP. We were assured that 
the issue would be brought 
up at the Blackpool Labour 
Party conference. 

The rest of the speakers 
were a mixed bag of 
pacifists , resurrected CND 
members and the local 
vicar. We half-listened to 
their self-righteous p la ti
tudes, and dozed in the 
sunshine. 

About a third of the 
sleeping throng sat bolt 
upright when a trade union
ist spoke of his members 
refusing to work at the 
base-the first constructive 
statement of the day . 

The day ended with a 
sweet voice from the plat
form asking " Shall we sing 
'We shall overcome'?" 
Someday soon we shall over
come but not down this 
road. 

Yours fraternally 
Mick Coleman 
Swindon Labour Party 

Recruit the 
unemployed 

Dear Comrades 
When I went to the LPYS 

summer camp I came away 
feeling more enthusiastic 
and more prepared to work 
effectively in my local YS 
branch. 

At the end of the summer 
camp, Andy Bevan stressed 
that the YS should now start 
to recruit more young 
people, in order to build 
itseH as a mass youth 
organisation. 

He also stressed that the 
YS should now be recruiting 
the young unemployed. 

This is one of the most 
crucial factors the YS has 
got to take action about. 
We've got to give a fighting 
lead among the unemployed 
and so have the trade unions 
and the Labour Party. Tht· 
young unemployed have got 
to be told who their real 
enemy is, otherwise they will 
become angry and frust
rated and might be coerced 
into joining the National 
Front. 

The November 29 demon
stration in Liverpool has got 
to be our aim at the 
moment. We've got to 
leaflet the dole queues, 
jobcentres and the careers 
centres in order to get those 
unemployed on the march. 

As Andy Bevan said, the YS 
has got a big potential at the 
moment in order to recruit 
the unemployed, and we 
shouldn't miss this opport
unity. 

Yours fraternally 
Anne Pickersgill 
Secretary, 
Stevenage LPYS 

The defenders of democracy 
Dear Comrades 

One of the wndon even
ing papers, the Standard, 
takes great pride in pointing 
out to the wndon Labour 
Party the electoral pitfalls of 
a left-wing programme for 
the 1981 Greater wndon 
Council elections. 

Recently it did an axe-job 
in its leaders column on 
proposals moved by Green
wich Labour Party and 
accepted by the executive 
for inclusion in Labour's 
1981 GLC election manifesto 
dealing with the extension 
of democratic control over 
the Metropolitan Police and 
calling among other things, 
for the abolition of the 
Special Branch, the Special 

To the Evening Standard 
Labour Party members are 
long used to distortion and 
bias in the reporting of 
Labour Party affairs in the 
press. Your leader, 'Police 
Folly,; by presenting only 
c.:-te side of the coin, was an 
excellent illustration of dis
tortion by omission. 

The amendment adopted 
by the Executive, from 
Greenwich CLP, proposed 
firstly that control of the 
Metropolitan Police should 
pass from the Home Office 
to the elected Greater 
London Council. Nothing 
revolutionary in that, as all 
other police forces in the 
UK are controlled by local 
Watch Committees. Why 
should London be different? 

At the moment London 
boroughs are required to 
pay whatever the Police 
Commissioner asks for in 
the form of precepts. We 
think rather more control 
should be exercised over 
how much of our money is 
spe_nt and on what. 

Elected representatives at 
borough and GLC level have 
a right to greater control 
over a body that last year 
spent £240 million and is at 

Patrol Group and the Immi
gration Intelligence Unit. 
On being challenged by me 
for a right of reply to some 
of the distortions in the 
leader Jeremy Deedes, the 
Managing Editor, proved 
somewhat unco-operative, 
asking me first to submit the 
reply and giving no guaran
tee of publication. 

Needless to say the letter 
below has as yet failed to 
appear. Now if the press 
were nationalised, wouldn't 
Jeremy and his Tory friends 
be fulminating about social
ist press censorship? 

Eddie McParland 
Greenwich Labour Party 
& Executive Committee 
wndon Labour Party 

present unaccountable to 
any form of democratic 
control. 

The other points ment
ioned in your editorial 
reflect the growing concern 
in the labour and trade 
union movement with re
gard to the increasing 
paramilitary and political 
role of the police: the death 
of Blair Peach; the operat
ion of the 'Sus' laws; the 
raids on black workers at 
their place of work; the use 
of the police on picket lines 
(photographic evidence of 
police training in London's 
dockland to break picket 
lines has been printed in the 
magazine 'Time Out'). All 
of this , viewed in the context 
of the Tories' proposed 
trade union legislation , 
underline the growing pol
itical role of the police. 

We are concerned to halt 
this trend and defend the 
civil and political liberties of 
working people in the face 
of a determined political 
assault by the Thatcher 
government to cut workers' 
living standards and shackle 
the ability of the trade union 
movement to defend its 
members. 



I,.EEDS Militant Industrial 
Rally. Speakers: Brian Jngham 
(Militan t Industrial Correspon
dent); Bill Mullins (Senior 
Steward, Rover BL). At Vic
toria Pub , behind Leeds Town 
Hall . 7.30 pm , Sunday 5 
October 

STRATHCLYDE 'Militant' 
Trade Union Day School sched
uled for 18 October now 
postp oned due tu pressure of 
other events . 

LABOUR PARTY 
YOUNG SOCIALISTS 

Public Meeting 
Thursday 2 October 

7.30pm 
in the Ballroom, 
Imperial Hotel 

North Promenade, 
Blackpool 

[i.e. in the NEC hotel] 
'The Fight Against 

Mass Unemployment' 
Speakers: 

Dennis Skinner MP 
Tony Saunois 
Andy Bevan 

EALING LPYS Thursday 2 
Oc l•>ber , 7. 30 pm , Rock & 
Reggae . Featuring Gun Control 
and the Spice Group. At 
Queen 's Hall , Ealing Town 
Hall. £1 entrance. 

NEWCASTLE Militant Rea· 
ders Meeting "Lab uur Party 
Conference- Results and anal
ysis" Speaker: D•mald McDon
q,ld , delegate Post Office Engin
~eri ng Union (personal capa
ci ty ). Su nd ay Oc tober 5th 
7. 30pm . Venue: Collingwuod 
Pub, near Coxlodge. 

OLD HAM Militant public mee
ting 'Eastern Europe ' Spea-

. ker: !an Stowell (Moss Side 
CLP). Sergeant-a t-arms, King 
Street, Oldham. 8.00pm Tues
day 7 October. 

MERSEYSIDE Militant Rea· 
ders Meeting. 'Which Way for 
lab•mr after the Conference ' 
Speakers: Peter Taaffe (Editor , 
Militant) Tony Mulhearn (NGA 
Delegate) Chairman : Council· 
l•Jr Derek Hatton. AUEW Hall , 
Mount Pleasant , Liverp ool. 
Sunday October 12, 7.30pm. 

CLASSIFIED": Sp per word, 
minimum ten words 
SEMI-DISPLAY: £2 per 2 
column centimetres. 
All ad,·ertisement copy should 
reach this .office by SATUR
DAY 

EAST KILBRIDE Militant 
Readers ' Meeting Tuesday 21 
Octuber, 7.45 pm. 'The Fight 
against the T•>ries an d the 
struggle f •>r sucialism' . Peter 
Taaffe-Editor of 'Mili tan t' . 
Ballerup Hall , Town Centre , 
East Kilbride 

BL YTH Militant Readers 
Meetings every Wed. in the 
Buffalo Community Centre 
Blyth at 7.30pm. f urther 
details , contact Joe Cox , 
Tel. Cramlington 712035 

PORTSMOUTH Militant Rea
ders Meeting ·After C unfe rence' 
Speakers : Cathy Wilson, dele
gate IOW CLP. Andy Allenby, 
Havant & Waterloo CLP. LP 
Rooms , Kings ton Cres cen t , 
Portsmouth . Munday 6 October 
8.00pm. 

SHEFFIELD Militant Readers 
Meeting 'The Si tuat ion in 
Poland' Speaker: Brian Jngham 
(Militant Industrial Correspon
dent). Wednesday October 8th , 
7.30pm. Station Hotel , The 
Wicker , Sheffield. 

MILITANT Readers Meetings: 
'The Crisis in the Paper 
Industry .' 
1. Speaker: Dave Power (SO
GAT Merseyside-personal ca
paci ty) Sunday 5 October, 8pm. 
Venue: Star and Garter , Fair· 

. field St . Manchester. 
2. Speaker: Eddie Fury (SO
GAT Manchester-pers onal 
capacity) . T hursday 9 October, 
8pm. Venue: George Hotel , 
Bury . 
3. Speaker : Dave Power (SO
GAT Merseyside-Personal ca
paci ty) Fri day 10 October 
12.30pm. Venue: George Hotel , 
Bury. 

Mobilising Committee 
Pamphle! 

rke 20p . From John Lan 
man , 10 Park Drhc 
ondon ~W 11 

Fraternal Greetings 
from Camden LPYS 
branches. 

Tories Out! 
Labour to power on a 
socialist programme 

Socialist Greetings 
to all delegates 
RonThomas 

former member of Parliament, 
Bristol North West 

Hackney LPYS Youth Rally 
Saturday 11 October 

MARCH: March against unemployment. Starts 2pm 
at Areola St; N16. March to Hackney Labour & 
Trades Hall, 96 Dalston Lane E8. where there will be a 
film show and disco. 
FILM: "Divide and Rule, Never." Starts 3pm. 
Entrance 20p. 
DISCO: Reggae disco. Starts 8pm. Entrance SOp. 

EAST KILBRIDE 
LABOUR PARTY YOUNG SOCIALISTS 

DEMONSTRATION AND RALLY-Saturday 11 October 
No to millions on the dole! 

Tories out! 
Labour to power on a socialist programme! 

Demonstration-assemble 10 am, Civic Centre Car Park 
Rally-Murray HaU, 11.30 am 

Speakers: 
Maurice Miller MP 
Ken McMiUan [East Kilbride Trades Council] 
Colin Robb [East Kilbride LabOur Group] 
Willie Griffm [LPYS] 
Bob Wylie [Militant] 

Further details: Clare McGinley 
33 Capelrie Drive, East Kilbride. East Kllbride 26496 
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%of 3rd qtr 
target achieved 

Target 
3rd qtr 

3500 
2660 
2730 
1750 
4340 
3290 
3290 
3570 
4200 
5110 
2240 
3500 
4130 
2240 
1960 
2170 
6300 
5110 

Target 
for year 

5,000 
3,800 
3,900 
2,500 
6,200 
4, 700 
4!700 
5,100 
6,000 
7,300 
3,200 
5,000 
5,900 
3,200 
2,800 
3,100 
9,000 
7,300 

12 000 

TARGET FOR OCTOBER 11th £70,000, FOR YEAR~ £100,000 ., 

There is now only 
one week left until 
the end of the third 
quar ter when we 
should have raised 
£70,000. 

As you can see this 
week's total of £956. 
65 brings us up to a 
total of £59,340 
which is well behind 
target. 

Are readers and support
ers in your area seriously 
thinking of ways of raising 
money for the fighting 
fund ? 

Obviously the main way 
of raising money is through 
donations from the readers 
of our paper but there are 
many other ways of doing 
so. Social activities are a 
very good way of raising 
money. Not only do they 
make it easier to raise in a 
form of a collection but it is 
also a way of bringing 
differen t- sections of the 
labour movement together. 

Has one been organised in 
your area? Perhaps the fund 
raising ideas listed below 
may give you an idea . 

From Eastern Region this 
week we received £161 
leaving over £476 to raise. 
The money came from : a 
donation of £2.45 from 
Ipswich ; a collection from a 
'Mili tant' Readers ' Meeting 
in Southend £24; a social in 
Huntingdon £13.50; a folk 
evening in Basildon £21.12; 
a 'Militant' Readers ' Meet
ing in Stevenage £5.32 (with 
IOUs being chased up) and 
over £10 in paper extras . 

East Midlands sent in £60 

By Alison Rudd 

leaving over £177 to raise . 
This came from a 'Militant' 
Readers ' Meeting in Mans· 
field £10; R Buchanan 
(Nottingham) £2, T. Lee , L. 
Keely, F Perkins and A 
Jones (also Nottingham) £1 
each , M Eadon (Leicester) 
£6 plus miscellaneous items 
and paper extras . 

We only r~ceived £10 
from Rants & IOW leaving 
them with £248 to raise and 
we received nothing from 
Humberside this week which 
means they have £636 to 
raise. 

From London East we 
received £35 this week 
including money from L 
McDaid (Islington) £1 , M 
McGrath (Tower Hamlets 
LPYS) £1 , plus extras. This 
means £139 to raise in one 
week-can you do it com
rades? 

London West sent in £32 
this week leaving over £885 
to raise . This money inclu
ded Hayes Curry Night 
£9.50; H . Gajadharsingh 
(Hammersmith LPYS) £1. 

London South has already 
reached its third quarter 
target but they have not giv
en up raising until October 
11th-although they only 
sent in £14 this week . This 
included £5 .61 from R 
Andrew (Dulwich LP). 

Manchester & Lanes sent 
in £22 this week including a 
'Militant' Readers ' Meeting 
in Wigan £1. 75, a 'pennies 
collection ' in Stockport 
£5 .31 , and N Robinson 

Greetings from Llanelli LPYS 
Save Steel! Save Pits! 
Sack the Tories now! 

(EETPU Stockport) £5 . This 
leave them with £1 ,409 to 
raise. 
- From Merseyside we re
ceived only £15 this week 
leaving them with £1 , 1 77 to 
raise . This included £10 
IOU from a recent meeting 
on Poland, Chester LPYS 
£1.13 , and sale of pontoon 
t ickets (Chester) £1.15. 

Northern region sent in a 
total of £64 which still leaves 
them with £1 ,557 to raise. 
This included money from A 
Hare (Stockton) £2, D Cox 
(ISTC) £1 , M McNeil (NU 
PE) £1 ; a 'Militant' Read
ers' Meeting in Teeside 
£18.04; 'John Baker's Irish 
Night' (Gateshead) £14 , 
collection of pennies (also 
Gateshead) £11.83 ; plus 
paper extras . 

Scotland East have done 
very well this week, sending 
in £115 and this leaves them 
with £781 to raise . This 
includes £3 from comrades 
in Dunfermline LPYS, B 
McCosh (Edinburgh) £1. 
£10 from J White (Dunferm
line , P Mahow (Stirling 
A UEW) £1 , G McGreath 
(also Stirling) £5 , Stirling 
University Labour Club £76, 
and 'Militant' v Manifesto 
Group debate £2 .44. Unfor
tunately Scotland West has 
not followed the example of 
Scotland East this week, 
and sent in nothing. This 
means they have £556 to 
raise . 

From Southern region we 
received £64 leaving them 
with £595 to raise. This 
included money from a 
Marxist Discussion Group 
in Reading £16, M Hutson 
(Wokingham CLP) £6.50 , J 
Mager (Brighton Trades 

Council) £10 , R Atkins 
(same) £5 , J Webb (Maid
stone) £1 , 'Bed and Break· 
fast ' (Gravesend) £4 , and 
£15 from Thanet. 

Sou th West hasn 't done 
very well at all this week 
only sendV.g in £2. This 
leaves the .1 with £441 to 
raise. 

Wales East sent in £21 
including £12 from L Ropke 
(Cardiff N LPYS) A Thomp· 
son (Cardiff GMWU) £1 
and sale of cartoons copies 
from the paper £4 .50. Wales 
West have already reached 
their third quarter target 
but still sent in £89 . This 
money came from miscell
aneous small donations , 
collections , paper extras etc. 

From the West Midlands 
we received a magnificent 
£203 which still leaves them 
with £1 ,114 to raise . This 
came from J Davies and S 
O 'Neal (both Selly Oak) £S 
each , public meeting £19, 
'party of the year' (Selly Oak 
£22.45) , pontoon tickets 
£11, lifts and accommodat· 
ion (Birmingham) £10.40, a 
'Militant' Readers' Meeting 
in Birmingham £80 and a £S 
donation from Nuneaton. 

Yorkshire region sent in 
£35 including £14 from a 
house-warming in Bradford, 
sale of pontoon tickets 
in Leeds £1.90 , and paper 
extras and small donations . 
This means they have £1,985 
to raise. 

Keep the donations com
ing in . This week's amount 
is still an achievement (two 
years ago we were only 
getting in a third of this per 
week) but we must get back 
on target if we wish to go 
forward-it's up to you! 

Brighton Labour Party 
greets conference delegates 

'For a mass democratic 
socialist party' 
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The Contract Plant Asso
ciation [CPA] have decid
ed to take on the crane 
drivers of the A UEW 
construction using the 
method of lock out. 

The crane drivers 
have responded with 
the instruction for 
every crane driver 
on-shore and off to 
withdraw labour 
from Monday 29th 
September. · 

'Militant's' correspondent 
was invited by the Grimsby 
branch of the A UEW con
struction to report this 
dispute as "we can't rely on 
the Tory press for their 
coverage or support, " said 
Ian McEwen, Branch Presi
dent. "We want the Tories 
thrown out of office and 
Labour returned on a social
ist programme." 

"If they are picking on us, 
they are picking on the 
wrong group of men, be
cause we know r::P A are 
hiding behind 1atcher's 
skirts , " said the strike 
committee chairman of 
Scunhorpe. 

The crane drivers' claim 
is an increase in pay from 
£1.77 to £2.20 per hour, a 
sickness and injury insu
rance scheme, short term 
employment severance sch
eme and two days extra 
holiday. 

The employers conceded 
on pay , but only gave 
promises for the future on 
other issues and no commi
tal over the two days extra 
holiday. 

John Baldwin, General 
Secretary of AUEW cons-

YS TAKE 
ON THE 
'MAIL' 
The Birmingham 'Evening 
Mail' is a particularly nasty 
variety of local rag. This 
week , for example, there 
have been two items pub
lished campaigning for T . 
Duffy in the AUEW elec
tions . 

Yet tnese same gentle
men who own and control the 
'Evening Mail', would throw 
up their arms in horror if it 
was suggested that they 
devote equal space for Bob 
Wright to state his case. 

When Derek Robinson 
was sacked by British Ley
land, this very same paper 
did not open its pages to 
debate by the parties con-

By Alan Hartley 

truction, in his personal 
capacity, wrote to branches 
recommending acceptance 
as this "is the best possible 
deal at this time ," and 
asked for voting to be 
recorded within seven days 
so as to have the offer 
backdated. 

However, the whole busi
ness is unacceptable to the 
men, particularly as John 
Baldwin put his own perso
nal views on paper, which 
the employers got hold of 
and used as propaganda to 
get the men to accept. This 
angered many of the men 
and led the strike committee 
chairman to point out ',hat 
John Baldwin does not make 
the policies of this union, 
but is entitled to his own 
personal points of view. 

A work to rule was 
imposed, (ie. no overtime 
being worked) in pursuance 
of the claim. 

The employers' plea was 
that the industry couldn' t 
operate on a 40 hour week 
and the men were not 
fulfilling their contracts. 
Lay-offs, suspensions and 
lock-outs followed in many 
areas of the country; 400-
500 men in the North-East-

-cerned, but instead printed 
a full page of articles 
attacking Robinson's perso
nal life. 

In past years, they have 
even tried to tell Trades 
Council delegates who to 
vote for in their elections. 

It is because of articles 
like this that the Birming
ham LPYS are mounting a 
campaign against the 'Mail' 
who incidently have shares 
in the local radio station and 
own Birmingham's largest 
newsagent chain to make 
sure that their monopoly of 
information is complete. 

Our campaign will in
clude a mass picket of the 
'Evening Mail' building and 
a public meeting on the 
press. Already , several trade 
union branches have expres
sed an interest in the 
campaign, one T&GWU 
branch alone has ordered 
4,000 of our leaflets for 
distribution to its members. 

By Richard Evans 
(Sparbrook LPYS) 

RacaiDecca 

em division were sacked. 
The employers blamed 

'Militant' and agitators am
ongst the men for the 
situation. But as the strike 
committee chairman said, 
"if you stand up for yourself 
today , then you are a red 
under the bed. Well, I must 
be a red under the bed then. 
Our EC is 100% behind us 
and we're only carrying out 
our EC instructions." 

This situation led inevita
bly to strike action on the 
part of CP A crane drivers . 
The Scunthorpe lads have 
been picketing now for four 
weeks , using flying pickets 
from Peterborough, W alsall 
Birmingham, Kings Lynn, 
Ipswich and throughout the 
Lincolnshire area. 

So far the support has 
been excellent - Humber 
Bridge workers are giving £S 
per week to keep them 
going. Last week saw £2,247 
raised on the Bridge. Lind
say Oil refinery sites have 
also arranged for collec
tions. Volunteers from the 
Bridge are taking time off to 
help with flying pickets. 

Branch Secretary, Alan 
Harrup, read out the new 
instructions from headquar
ters of a national strike of all 
crane drivers in Britain, 
on-shore and off, in support 
of full re-instatement, the 
continuity of employment 
for all those locked out, 
suspended or laid off. 

"You all know what's 
happening in the Gulf at the 
present time; well if they 
come out on the oil rigs 
(North Sea Oil), that will 
really give Thatcher some
thing to worry about" said 
the strike committee chair
man. 

Letters of support and 
donations to: Crane Drivers 
Strike committee, AUEW 
House , femical Gate , Shef
field S1 3HE 

With ruthless effic
iency, the manage
ment of Racal Decca 
moved quickly to 
stop any worker res
istance to closure 
plans for their Bat
tersea, South London 
site, by locking out 
the 200-strong work
force over the week
end 14-15 Septem
ber. 

Over that weekend, the 
management moved in, re
moved any essential equip
ment, brought in a full array 
of security men and guard 
dogs and, when workers 
arrived for work on Monday 
refused to let them in-even 
to collect their personal 
belongings! Some workers 
who had left their cars at the 
factory were not allowed to 
retrieve them. 

Workers were told to 
return the following Friday 
to pick up their severance 
pay and collect their perso
nal effects . 

That day saw a sorry 
sight. Women workers some 
of whom had given over 

Birmetals 
' 'Trade unionists report 
here. Scabs over the road .", 
is the inscription on the hut 
christened 'Mick's pad' out
side Birmetals main gate in 
Birmingham. 

When the staff and 
management scabs left at 
4.30pm on Friday they were 
greeted with jeers· and cries 
of ·scab ' from the 40 pickets 
on the gates. A 24-hour, 
7-day week picket is being 
maintained to ensure that 
no machinery or equipment 
is moved off the site. 

However , one scab wagon 
went to the lengths of 
removing his number plates 
to get through the line! 

There is a colourful array 
of placards and notices 
displaying the worker's case 
at both entrances saying 
'700 sacked and no money' . 
Men who spent a lifetime 
making profits for the 
bosses have b~en callously 

despatched to the dole . 
Although these workers 

were sacked five months 
ago , it is only in the l1st five 
weeks that a picket has been 
mounted. The workers 
blame the leadership of 
their unions , particularly 
the AUEW and EETPU , 
whose attitude seemed to be 
"leave it all to us and our 
legal boys ." 

These workers are also 
very angry about the bad 
publicity in the media. 
Birmingham's 'Eveing Mail' 
threw a fit when the Labour 
council loaned the use of a 
derelict house for their strike 
headquarters. 

financial support is vital , 
as many pickets cannot 
afford the bus fare from 
home to the line and back 
again. Send to J. A. Glasford 
JSSC SEC, 78 Longbridge 
Lane, Birmingham 31 2TW. 

By Bob McKee 

(Battersea LP) 

twenty years of service to the 
Decca company were totally 
humiliated when forced to 
empty their lockers in the 
street! So afraid was the 
management to let the 
workers in , that they moved 
the lockers out of the factory 
·onto the pavement. So while 
workers stood there and 
waited to collect cheques 
shoved through a slit in the 
door , police skulked in 
nearby sheds and garages 
waiting for 'trouble' . 

This disgusting method of 
treating a hard working 
bunch of employees, mostly 
women and mostly black, 
seems typical of the Racal 
Decca company. Racal rec
ently took over Decca 's 
navigational equipment div
ision , which makes radar for 
ships etc. They want to 
devote resources to military 
equipment and so, despite 

Management 
padlock the gates 
at Racal Decca. 
So fearful were 
they of the 
thought of the 
workers getting 
into the site and 
occupying it, they 
dumped the 
workers' lockers 
out onto the street 
rather than let 
them in to collect 
their belongings 

promises to the contrary at 
the time of takeover, ann
ounced the closure of its civil 
production at Battersea. 

This was not a closure by 
a loss-making company. 
Racal is the fastest growing 
company in the UK. These 
events confirm that there is 
no better argument to save 
jobs than the demand to 
bring into public ownership 
rapicious and profitable 
capitalist companies like 
Racal, so that they can be 
run by the organisations of 
the working class, and 
through a general plan of 
production, produce useful 
products and not products 
of war for profit. 

'THE CASE FOR 
TilE 35-HOUR 

WEEK' 

A Militant pamphlet 
Available from 
World Books, 1 
Mentmore Terrace, 
London E8 3PN. 
Price 30p (inc. Post) 

SI Benedicts 
On Tuesday September 9, a 
fleet of private ambulances 
broke through the picket 
line at St. Benedicts Hosp
ital and so began the 
removal of the patients and 
the defeat of the 10 month 
occupation. 

The occupation was sma
shed by the heavy handed 
tactics of the AHA and the 
police. The health authority 
took out court injunctions 
against some workers at the 
hospital, union full-time 
officials and local suppor
ters, in its efforts to weaken 
effective picketing. 

It was ably supported by 
the police who limited the 
picket to just two people, 
taking full advantage of the 
employment act. 23 arrests 
were made during the final 
two weeks of the occupa
tion. 

The battle has been lost. 
There are many lessons to 

be learnt, not least of all 
that those making the cuts, 
in conjunction with the 
police, are prepared to go to 
extremes to achieve their 
ends. Another ml\ior q~es· 
tion that will be discussed is 
the mobilisation of the wider 
labour movement in the 
fight to keep hospitals and 
other services running. 
[These issues will be taken 
up in a later issue.] 

For the time being the 
Battersea and Wandsworth 
Trades Council, with NUPE 
and COHSE, have issued an 
appeal for financial support 
for the arrested pickets. 
Rush donations to Battersea 
& Wandsworth Trades Cou
ncil, 19 Auckland Road, 
London SW11. Cheques 
made payable to Battersea 
and Wandsworth Trades 
Council/ St Benedict's Def
ence Fund. 
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Stop the bosses plans ·-----In 
brief The Laggers' dispute at the 

Texaco oil refinery, Pem
broke, has finally come to a 
head. 

The main contractors, 
Snemprogetti, are refusing 
to employ trained G&MWU 
laggers, now on the dole 
despite the fact that over 
200 laggers are required on 
the site immediately. In
stead, Snemprogetti have 
taken on trainee laggers. 

At a site meeting a few 
weeks ago, it was agreed 
that no trainees would be 
allowed on the site while the 
experienced laggers remain-

By Alec Thraves 

(AUEW, Texaco Oil 
Refinery, Pembroke) 

ed on the dole. 
The members rightly see 

the introduction of trainees 
as a move to undermine the 
strength and unity of the 
craftsmen, and are therefore 
fully supporting the laggers 
by refusing to cross their 
picket lines and demanding 

the removal of the trainees 
from the site. 

The workers understand 
the implications of allowing 
trainee laggers onto the site 
as being the thin end of the 
wedge , where the employers, 
if they get away with it, will 
try to bring in on future sites 
trainee pipefitters: mill
wrights , carpenters , etc. 
Rather, the workers are 
defending the future of 
trainees by this action. If the 
bosses get their way, new 
workers will only be trained 
up to join their brothers on 
the dole . 

KingHen y 
Pies 

A mass picket at King Henry Pies-join them on 3 October Photo: Stephen Willet 

The grim necessity of the 
struggle for union recog
nition at King Henry Pies 
was brought home last 
week. A former union 
member who has continued 
to work during the strike 
suffered a serious hand 
injury. 

( ] 

picket line last month nas 
been adjourned until De-

By John Hunt cember 11th and 12th and 
_ there are plans for a big ----------J demonstration outsid.e 

The Bakers' Union is 
prepared to take up her 
case. As union organise: Bill 
Harrington pointed out: 
"Despite the fact that Mrs 
Bourke has been working 
throughout the strike we are 
not churlish at denying her 
assistance ar a time like 
this." 

"I would h\;pe that the 
others who have been cross
ing our picket line_ will 
realise that their working 
conditions including safety 
are best protected by joining 
the union and helping us to 

randy's 

force the employer to grant 
trade union recognition." 

This g~nerous attitude on 
the part of the union can be 
contrasted with the bloody 
mindedness of the firm 's 
Managing Director, Derek 
Colins. He has pre-empted a 
break-down in negotiations 
by declaring that he will 
reinstate only eight of the 
workers:they should draw 
straws to see who goes back! 

The strikers remain de
termined to stay out till they 
win recognition and the 
reinstatement of all 16 of 
those who wish to return. 

The causes of the 11 trade 
unicnists arrested on the 

"Everything's been against By Pete McNally 
us , even the weather," the 
pickets at Tandy's admit, (Ladywood LP) 
but they won't be beaten by 
the company, the scabs, or earning before the dispute. 
the weather. These scabs have no cons-

1 Eleven new 'workers' (the cience about accepting the 
real workers have another benefits of trade union 
name for them) have been action. 
taken on in the last fort- The pickets have been 
night . The rate is now arranging their own 'bene-
apparently £1.20 per hour, fits' however, with a re<;:ent 
nearly twice what some were _ _ disco z:aising over £40 for the 

Manchester Crown Court, 
involving the local trades 
councils. 

A mass picket is being 
held this Friday 3rd October 
from 6.30 am, and all trade 
unionists and Labour Party 
members are urged to 
attend. The key to victory 
remains the choking off of 
all supplies and outlets to 
this scab firm which has a 
horrible track record of 
failing to prEvent the muti
lation of its workers. 

Support the picket and 
send donations and useful 
information to the Bakers 
Union district offices , Room 
4, George House, 30 Dudley 
Road , Manchester M16. 

Defence Fund. Appea l 
sheets have been sent to 
many local fac tories , and 
personal visits by pickets 
have met with an encour
aging response. 

Those still working are 
having their loyalty to the 
firm tested. Many of the 
scabs are doing nearly the 
same hours as the pickets. 
They have been seen going 

. in at 8.00am and not leaving 

Management, the media 
and unfortunately some full 
time trade union officials 
have attempted to divide the 
4,000 workforce by deliber
ately confusing the dispute 
with that of the Isle of 
Grain. 

The laggers are not 
getting £20 per hour as the 
press and TV implied, but 
are prepared to accept the 
common craft rate and even 
be represented by stewards 
who are signatories to the 
local agreement. 

It is perhaps more than 
coincidental that Snem-

--

progetti have decided to 
bring this dispute to a head 
in the middle of a national 
crane strike (see page 14) 
which has forced almost 
1,000 workers to be laid off 
at the Pembroke site. 

Howe,·er, despite all the 
difficulties, we must defend 
the right of the unemploy
ed laggers to work on this 
site and to remain in their 
own union. Introduction of 
trainees is an attempt to 
divide the workforce and 
should be opposed by every 
trade unionist at the Texaco 
site. 

BOWATERS 
- "' 

The Mersey Mill clo
sure poses a threat to 
print workers throu
ghout Britain and as 
such needs to be 
fought on a national 
scale as well as 
locally. 

We in the Merseyside and 
District branch of SOGAT 
are fully aware of the 
consequences of the closure 
becoming reality. 

It could destroy the 
strength, financially and 
morally of our branch; this 
is why we adopted the 
resolution moved by myself 
and Jim Wilson, outlining a 
strategy of opposition to the 
closure (see recent issues of 
'Militant') . 

The management propo
sals , calling for over 40 
redundancies in the Bowater 
fibre container plant under
line the vital need for this 
policy to be put into action 
without delay, and for the 
need for all workers at the 
Ellesmere Port site to be 
involved in the fightback. 

The disasters at Consett, 
Shotton, BL Speke and 

Tillotsons . must not, and 
cannot be allowed to be 
repeated. If the Mill goes, 
then no print or paper 
workers job can be safe. 

We must re ly on our own 
collecth·e strength, and not 
upon any 'joint approach' 
with management or the 
CBI in the fight to save jobs. 

Bill Keys is leading a 
deputation to 10 Downing 
Street on Friday regarding 
the crisis in the paper
making industry . But we in 
the Merseyside branch (and 
elsewhere) should have no 
illusions about the sort of 
'help ' we can expect fro m 
this government. 

We must instead, be 
ready to give our fullest 
support to the workers at 
Mersey Mill , - in actively 
opposin'g the closure thro
ugh trade union strength in 
action . 

Also, we must involve the 
trade union movement 
throughout the printing and 
publishing industry , and 
support the statement of Bill 
Keys in taking national 
industrial action in fighting 
for jobs at Ellesmere Port. 

By Dave Power 

AUEWYOUTH 
The future for engineering 
workers in the AUEW 
seems bleak with new plant 
closures being announced 
daily. With no real fight
back from the present 
leadership of the AUEW, 
frustration and anger is 
mounting. 

Only clear socialist poli
cies will show the way 
forward for youth in engi
neering. 

Throughout the industry 
though, many demands must 
be made for better rates of 
pay for apprentices, shorter 
training periods, larger in
take of apprentices, and 
better working conditions. 

The fight to increase 
youth involvement within 
their trade unions must also 
be taken up in a positive 
manner: 
* Youth committees in 
every workplace 
* Youth representatives on 
all shop stewards' commit
tees 
* No restrictions on ap-

until 7 OOpm. 
Some are so conscientious 

or scared of the scorn of the 
pickets, that they don't even 
come out for lunch. Those 
who clo come out are packed 
tightly into cars for the daily 
rush to the pub. They're no 
longer welcome in the pub 
they used to use, however, 
so they have to go elsewhere 
to drown their sorrows. 

More he! on the picket 

prentices taking part in 
union activities 
* Trades council youth 
comritittees · 
* Youth schools and sec
tions in all unions 
* A TUC youth conference 
of at least two days, with 
elected delegates and the 
right to move and agree 
resolutions 
* An elected TUC national 
youth committee with the 
right to campaign around its 
own policies. 

Also support the national 
assembly of young engi
neering workers titled 
'the way forward for 
youth in engineering' at 
Lecture Room 1, Digaeth 
Civic Hall, Birmingham. 
Sunday 23 November 
llam to 3pm. Speakers: 
BOB WRIGHT [Assis
tant General Secretary, 
AUEW], JON INGHAM 
[con venor, National 
Campaign for a Fighting 
A UEW Leadership] 

line would be greatly appre
ciated, as a 12 hour shift in 
the open is harder than 
work. 

The next mass picket is 
planned for October 6th and 
must be given full support, 
especially by the T&GWU 
District committee which 
covers the area, and other 
local trades unionists . The 
pickets are hoping that as 
the Managing Director has 

When management at the 
Susannah Kent garments 
factory in Pelaw, Tyne and 
Wear, announced its closure 
80 workers immediately cli
mbed in through the factory · 
window and occuppied the · 
place. They are staying : 
there until management : 
guarentee to restore their 
jobs. Local Labour Party 
and LPYS branches are 
supporting the occupation 
and raising money. Send 
donations and messages of 
support to M Clifford, . 
9 Hatfield Road, Hebbum, · 
Tyne and Wear. Full report ' 
next week. 

The Assay office in Birming- ' 
ham has announced 30 
more redundancies. Earlier 
this year they announced 48 
redundancies, and the work
force went on strike for 10 
weeks. 

lnd Coope have sent 175 
workers at their brewery in 
Burton on Trent redun
dancy notices. Management 
blame faU in demand for 
their beer. 

Scottish firemen are fully 
supporting their union's 
executive council's decision 
to stop any government 
interference in pay or man
ning levels. Over 600 fire
men attended a meeting in 
Perth last week to discuss 
the coming fight. They are 
particularly angered by a 
government Green Paper 
proposing reductions in fire 
cover. Chairman of the 
Scottish FBU, Bill Craig, 
told the 'Militant', "Profes
sional fuemen have not been 
involved in the discussions 
leading up to the Green -
Paper, yet the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food were consulted. They 
know as much about fire 
fighting as I know about 
deep sea trawling! We 
want a public enquiry, no 
decisions behind closed 
doors. How many · more 
Woolworths, Sher Brothers 
etc must firemen have to 
tolerate?" The fuemen have 
not ruled out strike action. 

A toy factory in Pontypool 
has announced closures. 136 
workers employed by the 
fum, Palitoy, will lose their 
jobs. 

Over a thousand workers at 
the Seddon Atkinson truck 
factory in Oldham are now 
on a one day week. 

Ferrymasters are to close 
their haulage depot in 
Desborough, Northants. 60 
jobs will be lost. 

The Port of London Autho
rity say they want to axe a 
further 650 jobs this year. 

not been seen since the last 
mass picket (2 weeks ago) 
they can get rid of him for 
good next time. 

Donations to cover legal 
costs of the 5 pickets 
arrested so far to: Janet 
Marsh, Tandy Defence 
Fund, 3 Park St , Wednes
bury , West Midlands. 
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lVI orv Dorset 
school children 

and parents Gl demonstrate 
against school 

meal cuts 

I xe en 
e 

Not content with ruthlessly 
cutting vital public services 
for the old, schoolchildren 
and the needy, the Tories 
are trying to force Labour 
local authorities to do their 
dirty work for them. 

Environment Secre-
tary Michael Heseltine 
has now financially 
penalised those coun
cils valiantly attempt
ing to retain their 
services intact. 

Councils collectivelv are to 
suffer to the tune of · £200m. 
But 13 Labour-con trolled 
'hardened criminals ' ha ve 
been singled out for special 
attention. Camden will be 
'fined' £Sm . and nearby 
Islington will receive £2 1/ 2 m 
less than it expected . 

Labo ur's environment 
spokesman Roy Hattersley is 
encouraging the ' local govern
ment 13' to challenge Hesel
tine 's arbitrary selection in 
the High Court . 

The government , though , is 
determined to slash public 
spending. As local authorities 
account for a quarter of all 
expenditure. they are in the 
front line . Central govern
ment provides half of local 

authority revenue through the 
Rate Support Grant. costing 
£10 billion a year. 

The current Local Govern
ment Bill will confirm Hesel
tine's power to pick out 
particular high spending 
authorities. The es sential 
government grants will no 
longer be based on individual 
council's past level of spend
ing. i. e. how much councillors 
themselves feel necessary to 
meet local needs. They will be 
assessed on what the Tory 
government considers an 
authori ty requires. 

Particularly at risk wi ll be 
those councils which have 
spent more , to raise the 
standard of life for those they 
represent. The Tories will not 
see free facilities for the 
unemployed or direct labour 
departments as necessary 
expenditure, when calculat
ing the block grant for 
a socialist council. 

With the assumption of 

BEAT TORIES 
CONTINUED FROM 

PAGE ONE 

Jim Callaghan's somewhat 
half-hearted justification of 
the last Labour government. 
and his calls for practical. 
statesman-like policies. to·

to the "let's ali unite• · theme . geiher with another appeal 
But conference did reflect a for "Party unity, .. was recei
genuine feeling for unity. of ved more as a farewell speech 
the Labour Partv and the of a retiring party leader. 
wider Labour m;vement in than as an indication of any 
the fight against the Tories. real support for the ideas that 
But not unity at any price. he was putting forward. 
Those in the Labour leader- Even on pay policy , the 
ship , like Michael foot and resolut ion moved by the 
Denis Healey, who attempted Un ion of Communication 
a defence of the last Labour Workers openly calling for a 
government's economic poli- Labour government to adopt 
cies , received an extremely a new incof!1eS policy , was 
cool response from delegates. passed , if at all , with only a 

Meaningful unity can only very narrow majority on a 
be around a programme that show of hands . A card vote 
could really tackle the prob- would almost certainly have 
!ems of ordinary people. A led to its rejection , but the 
number of delegates took this chairman refused and quickly 
up and made it clear that by moved on to the next 
abandoning socialist policies , business . 
the last Labour government The weakness of the light 
had actually begun the cuts wing was exposed in their 
and attacks on working class desperate speeches, partic
living standards . ularly in the meeting of the 

ByJeremy 
Birch 

(Selly C ak 
Labour l'iir ty) 

these extra powers and the 
onslaught against the 13 
councils. the Tories are 
clos.ing the loopholes for 
Labour authorities to avoid 
cutting services. 

In the past Labour councils 
have raised rates to provide 
better facilities in their areas, 
but now they are being forced 
to contemplate increasing the 
rate burden just to meet the 
deficit created by the Tories ' 
reduct ions in government 
grants. 

Already the average rate 
bill for a Camden household, 
where the council has tried to 
avoid cuts. is £404 for a year. 
But even if the massive rate 
increases needed to offset the 
deficit were desirable, the 
government will come down 
hard on cour.cils seeking this 
way out . 

Rate rises 

~ 
<. ,.. 
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~ 
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Hauling the Tory govern
ment through the Tory courts 
is unlikely to stem the tide. 
Nor is appealing to the Tory 
House of Lords not to ratify 
the Local Government BilL 
Even though Heseltine by 
penalising particular councils 

Councils increasing rates. is utilising the terms of the 
wii! be deemed to be over- Bill before it becomes law. 
spending and will incur an A nationwide battle against 
extra cut in thei r grant, the the cuts. and against increas
next time round . ing rates , could bring the 

The authorities with the Tories to their knees. How 
best record for providing and could they continue to chop 
defending services will be on a government grants faced with 
treadmill. Probably in the end organised opposition from 
when rate rises have reached Labour councils , backed by 
intolerable levels , they will local authority workers and 
have to impose cuts as well , working people as a whole? 
and sell off council assets, as The Industrial Relations 
Camden reluctantly has a!- Act was dropped when the 
ready. opposition became too exten-

Campaign for a Labour 
Victory. There , the gang of 
three , William Rodgers , 
David Owe_n, and Shirley 
Williams. reinforced bv other 
right wingers like -Terry 
Duffy and frank Chapple , 
launched an almost hvsterical 
attack on the left of the Party 
and notably on the 'Militant' 

It is clear from the debates 
so far this year that the 
movement of the Party is 
still to the left . The support 
for left wing policies has been 
strengthened, and the rank 
and file of the Party are 
burning with impatience for 
action against the Tory gov
ernment. More and more , 
Party members will be look
ing to the idea that a new 
Labour government must 
from the very start take hold 
of the economy, bringing into 
public ownership the banks, 
financial institutions and the 
200 or so major companies, 
and banishing the horrors of 
Toryism for good. 

SRI 
LANKA· 
STOP 
PRESS 

The Sri Lankan Union 
leaders freed on bail last 
month, appeared in court 
on 30 September and were 
charged with various offen
ces. Their cases come up on 
10 October: Labour move
ment protests in their sup
port must continue. 

Send protests to: Sri 
Lanka High Commission, 
13 Hyde Park Gardens, 
London W .2. Copies [with 
donations and messages of 
support) to: · Wesley Mut
hiah, 19 Hawthorn Avenue, 
London N.13. Campaign to 
Defend Trade Union Rights 
in Sri Lanka, 32 HoUydown 
Way, London E.ll. 

sive. A co-ordinated cam- co~ncillors removed from 
paign against the govern- offi~e. . 
ment's policies would put a Like Poplar m the 1920s 
question mark over whether the local Labou~ Party would 
the Tories could even stay in have to . organ_Ise a whole 
office·. commumty agamst the Tor-

Industrial 
action 

Just one Labour council 
making a stand and urging 
others to unite with it , could 
lead the way. But it could not 
be left just to the councillors. 
They would have to prepare 
by ,meetings , leaflets , etc, 
for industrial action bv 
council employees and other 
workers as soon as coun
cil money is blocked or 

ies. 
The government believes it 

can pick off defiant councils , 
and implement its monetarist 
methods without real oppo
sition, at the same time 
letting Labour councillors 
take the blame. 

There is no alternative but 
to take on the Conservatives. 
while preparing for a new 
Labour government that with 
socialist economic policies 
can restore cutbacks, and 
dramatically improve services 
through a vast increase in 
public spending. 
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